### ARTIST-APPROVED GUITAR TAB BOOKS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALL THAT REMAINS – FOR WE ARE MANY</strong></td>
<td>Includes the title track, the hit singles “Hold On” and “The Last Time,” plus: Aggressive Opposition • Dead Wrong • Fainting • From the Outside • Keepers of Fellow Man • Now Let Them Tremble • Some of the People, All of the Time • The Waiting One • Won’t Go Quietly.</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE BEATLES – TOMORROW NEVER KNOWS</strong></td>
<td>Back in the U.S.S.R. • Helter Skelter • I’m Down • Paperback Writer • Revolution • Tomorrow Never Knows • You Can’t Do That • and more.</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLACK SABBATH – 13</strong></td>
<td>All 11 songs from the deluxe version of the comeback album by Black Sabbath. God is Dead • End of the Beginning • Parish • Peace of Mind • Zeitgeist • Lover • Age of Reason • Damaged Soul • Dear Father • Live Forever • Methadoniac.</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLACK SABBATH – HEAVEN AND HELL</strong></td>
<td>Neon Knights • Children of the Sea • Lady Evil • Heaven and Hell • Wishing Well • Walk Away • Lonely Is the Word • Dali’s Young.</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLACK SABBATH VOL. 4</strong></td>
<td>Features: Changes • Cornucopia • Every Day Comes and Goes • FX • Laguna Sunrise • St. Vitus’ Dance • Snowblind • The Straightener • Supernaut • Tomorrow’s Dream • Under the Sun • Wheels of Confusion.</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BON JOVI – GREATEST HITS</strong></td>
<td>Bad Medicine • Born to Be My Baby • Have a Nice Day • It’s My Life • Lay Your Hands on Me • Livin’ on a Prayer • Wanted Dead or Alive • Who Says You Can’t Go Home • You Give Love a Bad Name • and more.</td>
<td>$22.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOE BONAMASSA – DRIVING TOWARDS THE DAYLIGHT</strong></td>
<td>Dislocated Boy • Driving Towards the Daylight • Heavenly Soul • I Got All You Need • Lonely Town Lonely Street • New Coat of Paint • Place in My Heart • Stones in My Passway • Too Much Ain’t Enough Love • Who’s Been Talking.</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BECK’S BOLERO</strong></td>
<td>Features: Changes • Cornucopia • Every Day Comes and Goes • FX • Laguna Sunrise • St. Vitus’ Dance • Snowblind • The Straightener • Supernaut • Tomorrow’s Dream • Under the Sun • Wheels of Confusion.</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>THE BLACK KEYS – EL CAMINO</strong></td>
<td>11 songs; produced and co-written by Danger Mouse: Dead and Gone • Gold on the Ceiling • Hell of a Season • Little Black Submarine • Lonely Boy • Mind Eraser • Money Maker • Nova Baby • Run Right Back • Sister • Stop Stop.</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JACKSON BROWNE</strong></td>
<td>The Only Living Boy • Workers • Love Is a Mirror • Baby’s Coming Out • Stayin’ Alive • Living.in Your Mind • Cosmic Zone.</td>
<td>$19.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ARTIST-APPROVED GUITAR TAB BOOKS

BLACK LUNG HARTACHE • DUST BOWL
Heartbreaker • The Last Matador of Bayonne • The Meaning of the Blues • No Love on the Street • Slow Train • Tennessee Plates • The Whale That Swallowed Jonah • You Better Watch Yourself.
02501720 .................. $24.99

BREAKING BENJAMIN • DEAR AGONY
11 songs off BB's fourth CD, certified gold. Includes: Anthem of the Angels • Crawl • Dear Agony • Fade Away • Give Me a Sign • Hopeless • I Will Not Bow • Into the Nothing • Lights Out • What Lies Beneath • Without You.
00691023 .................. $22.99

ZAC BROWN BAND • UNCAGED
Day That I Die • Goodbye in Her Eyes • The Wind • and all the other songs from the smash hit release. Includes a bio of the band/notes on the making of the album.
00100264 .................. $22.99

JIMMY BUFFETT • GUITAR ANTHOLOGY
Cheesburger in Paradise • Come Monday • Fins • Flesh and Bone • Grapefruit-Juicy Fruit • I Will Play for Gumbo • Margaritaville • Son of a Son of a Sailor • Volcano • Why Don't We Get Drunk • more.
00704260 .................. $24.99

BULLET FOR MY VALENTINE • TEMPER TEMPER
Contains: Breaking Point • Dead to the World • Dirty Little Secret • Lush • Livin' Life (On the Edge of a Knife) • P.O.W. • Riot • Saints & Sinners • Tears Don't Fall (Part 2) • Temper Temper • Truth Hurts.
00119629 .................. $22.99

BEST OF CANNIBAL CORPSE
13 fan favorites: Devoured by Vermin • Frantic Disembowelment • I Will Kill You • Make Them Suffer • Pit of Zombies • Staring Through the Eyes of the Dead • Vomit the Soul • The Wretched Spawn • more.
00691026 .................. $19.99

THE CARS • COMPLETE GREATEST HITS
Good Times Roll • It's All I Can Do • Just What I Needed • Let's Go • Magic • Moving in Stereo • My Best Friend's Girl • Shake It Up • Since You're Gonna • Touch And Go • You Are the Girl • You Might Think • You're All I've Got Tonight.
00691159 .................. $22.99

BEST OF JOHNNY CASH
Big River • A Boy Named Sue • Cry, Cry, Cry • Daddy Sang Bass • Folsom Prison Blues • The Highwayman • I Walk the Line • Ring of Fire • Tennessee Flat Top Box • There You Go • and more.
00691079 .................. $22.99

ERIC CHURCH • CHIEF
Country Music Jesus • Creepin' • Drink in My Hand • Homeboy • Hungover & Hard Up • I'm Geltin' Stoned • Jack Daniels • Keep On • Like Jesus Does • Over When It's Over • Springsteen.
00101916 .................. $22.99

ERIC CLAPTON • JUST ONE NIGHT
Songs include: After Midnight • Cocaine • Double Trouble • Early in the Morning • Lay Down Sally • Ramblin' on My Mind • Tulsa Time • Wonderful Tonight • and more.
00690363 .................. $24.99

COHEED AND CAMBRIA • YEAR OF THE BLACK RAINBOW
The Black Rainbow • The Broken • Far • Guns of Summer • Here We Are Juggernaut • In the Flame of Error • Made Out of Nothing • Pearl of the Stars • This Shattered Sympony • When Skeletons Live • World of Lies.
02501565 .................. $19.99

COLDPLAY • MYLO XYLOTO
Every Teardrop Is a Waterfall • Charlie Brown • Don't Let It Break Your Heart • Hurns Like Heaven • Major.Minus • M.M.I.X. • Princess of China • Up in Flames • Us Against the World • and more.
00691188 .................. $22.99

THE BEST OF ALICE COOPER
Billion Dollar Babies • Feed My Frankenstein • I'm Eighteen • Is It My Body • No More Mr. Nice Guy • Only Women Bleed • Poison • School's Out • Under My Wheels • Welcome to My Nightmare.
00691091 .................. $22.99

DETHKLOK • DETHALBUM II
I Ejaculate Fire • Crush the Industry • Andromeda • The Galaxy • Starved • Kilistardo Abominare • Ghostqueen • Ineptica God • Biological Warfare • Skyhunter • The Hammer • Rejoin.
00120839 .................. $22.99

BEST OF RONNIE JAMES DIO
Don't Talk to Strangers • Heaven and Hell • Holy Diver • King of Rock & Roll • The Last in Line • Man on the Silver Mountain • The Mob Rules • Neon Knights • Rainbow in the Dark • Sacred Heart • Stand Up and Shout • We Rock.
02501448 .................. $22.99

www.musicdispatch.com CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
### DREAM THEATER – A DRAMATIC TURN OF EVENTS

**Titles include:**
- On the Backs of Angels
- Build Me Up Break Me Down
- Lost Not Forgotten
- This Is the Life
- Bridges in the Sky
- Outcry
- Far From Heaven
- Breaking All Illusions
- Beneath the Surface.

**00703068** $24.99

### Bob Dylan For Guitar Tab

**All songs have been transcribed in tablature and standard notation with guitar chords and lyrics.**
- Blowin’ in the Wind
- Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right
- Just Like a Woman
- Tamourine Man
- Shooting Star
- Visions of Johanna

**14041903** $19.99

### Five Finger Death Punch – American Capitalist

**American Capitalist**
- Back for More
- Coming Down
- Generation Dead
- If I Fall
- Menace
- 100 Ways to Hate
- The Pride
- Remember Everything
- Under and over It
- Wicked Ways.

**00691181** $22.99

### The Best of Foghat

**Drivin’ Wheel**
- Easy Money
- Fool for the City
- Home in My Hand
- Honey Hush
- I Just Want to Make Love to You
- Night Shift
- Ride, Ride, Ride
- Slow Ride
- Stone Blue
- Take It or Leave It
- Third Time Lucky.

**00690986** $22.99

### Foo Fighters – Wasting Light

**Arlandria**
- Back & Forth
- Bridge Burning
- Dear Rosemary
- I Should Have Known
- A Matter of Time
- Miss the Misery
- Rope
- These Days
- Walk
- White Limo.

**00691115** $22.99

### The Essential Acoustic Rory Gallagher

**Following on from the previous four successful Rory Gallagher books, here is this all-new acoustic collection.**
- Eighteen songs arranged for guitar tab complete with full lyrics.

**14042134** $19.99

### The Vince Gill Guitar Songbook

**I Still Believe in You**
- If You Ever Have Forever in Mind
- Never Knew Lonely
- Tryin’ to Get Over You
- What the Crawdads Do
- Don’t Let Our Love Start Slippin’ Away
- One More Last Chance
- When Love Finds You
- The Reason Why.

**00116846** $21.99

### Green Day – ¡DOIS!

**Ashley**
- Baby Eyes
- Lady Cobra
- Lazy Bones
- Makeout Party
- Nightlife
- See You Tonight
- Stop When the Red Lights Flash
- Stray Heart
- Wild One
- Wow! That’s Love to You
- and more.

**00118259** $21.99

### Green Day – ¡TRE!

**Amanda**
- Brutal Love
- Dirty Rotter
- Gentleman
- 8th Avenue Serenade
- The Forgotten
- A Little Boy Named Train
- Missing You
- Revolutions
- Sex, Drugs & Violence
- Walk Away
- X-Kid.

**00118259** $21.99

### Green Day – ¡UNO!

**Angel Blue**
- Cargo Diem
- Fell for You
- Kill the DJ
- Let Yourself Go
- Loss of Control
- Nuclear Family
- Oh Love
- Rusty James
- Stay the Night
- Sweet 16
- Troublemaker.

**00113073** $21.99

### Guns N’ Roses – Greatest Hits

**Don’t Cry**
- Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door
- Live and Let Die
- November Rain
- Paradise City
- Patience
- Sweet Child O’ Mine
- Sympathy for the Devil
- Welcome to the Jungle
- Yesterdays

**02501755** $24.99

### Buddy Guy Anthology

**Damn Right, I’ve Got the Blues**
- First Time I Met the Blues
- Five Long Years
- I Smell a Rat
- Leave My Girl Alone
- Let Me Love You Baby
- Midnight Train
- My Time After While
- She Suits Me to a Tee
- Stone Crazy

**00691027** $24.99

### Ben Harper – Fight for Your Mind

**Another Lonely Day**
- Burn One Down
- By My Side
- Excuse Me Mr.
- Fight For Your Mind
- Give a Man a Home
- God Forcing Man
- Gold to Me
- Ground on Down
- more.

**00691018** $22.99

### Warren Haynes – Man in Motion

**Everyday Will Be like a Holiday**
- A Friend to You
- Hattiesburg Hustle
- Man in Motion
- On a Real Lonely Night
- River’s Gonna Rise
- Save Me
- Sick of My Shadow
- Take a Bullet
- Your Wildest Dreams.

**02501723** $22.99

### Jimi Hendrix – Valleys of Neptune

**Bleeding Heart**
- Crying Blue Rain
- Fire
- Hear My Train a Comin’
- Lover Man
- Mr. Bad Luck
- Red House
- Ships Passing Through the Night
- Stone Free
- Sunshine of Your Love
- Valleys of Neptune.

**00691033** $22.99
JIMI HENDRIX – WEST COAST

SEATTLE BOY

Castles Made of Sand • Fire • Hear My Train a Comin’ • Hound Dog Blues • Lonely Avenue • Message to Love • The New Rising Sun • Purple Haze • Red House • Star Spangled Banner • Stone Free • more.

00691152  $29.99

JIMI HENDRIX – WINTERLAND

Foxy Lady • Hear My Train a Comin’ (Get My Heart Back Together) • Hey Joe • Like a Rolling Stone • Little Wing • Manic Depression • Purple Haze • Sunshine of Your Love • Voodoo Child (Slight Return).

00691332  $22.99

IRON MAIDEN – THE FINAL FRONTIER

Coming Home • El Dorado • Isle of Avalon • The Man Who Would Be King • Mother of Mercy • Satellite 15 • The Final Frontier • Starblind • The Talisman • When the Wild Wind Blow.

00691058  $22.99

JETHRO TULL – STAND UP

Back to the Family • Bourde • Fat Man • For a Thousand Mothers • Jeffrey Goes to Leicester Square • Look into the Sun • New Day Yesterday • Nothing Is Easy • Reasons for Waiting • We Used to Know.

00691182  $22.99

ERIC JOHNSON – UP CLOSE

Exact transcriptions of every awesome guitar note played on Eric Johnson’s bluesy 2010 release. 15 songs, including: Arithmetic • Austin • Brilliant Room • Change • Fat Daddy • On the Way • Soul Surprise • Texas • more.

00691076  $22.99

KILLSWITCH ENGAGE – DISARM THE DESCENT

All We Have • Always • Beyond the Flames • The Call • The Hell in Me • In Due Time • The New Awakening • No End in Sight • Time Will Not Remain • A Tribute to the Fallen • The Turning Point • You Don’t Bleed for Me.

00120814  $22.99

KISS – ALIVE II

Any Way You Want It • Christine Sixteen • Detroit Rock City • Hard Luck Woman • I Want You • Larger Than Life • Love Gun • Rockin’ in the U.S.A. • Shock Me • Shout It Out Loud • and more!

00690356  $22.99

LAMB OF GOD – RESOLUTION

Barbarossa • Cheated • Desolation • Ghost Walking • Guilty • Insurrection • Invictus • King Me • The Number Six • Straight for the Sun • Terminally Unique • To the End • The Undertow • Visitation.

00691187  $22.99

LED ZEPPELIN – CELEBRATION DAY

Whole Lotta Love • Kashmir • Stairway to Heaven • Good Times, Bad Times • Black Dog • Rock and Roll • Nobody’s Fault But Mine • Misty Mountain Hop • No Quarter • more Zeppelin classics.

00116349  $26.99

LED ZEPPELIN – PHYSICAL GRAFFITI: PLATINUM EDITION

Custard Pie • The Rover • In My Time of Dying • Houses of the Holy • Trampled Under Foot • Kashmir • In the Light • Bron-Y-Aur • Down by the Seaside • Ten Years Gone • Night Flight • The Wanton Song • Boogie with Stu • Black Country Woman • Sick Again.

00117282  $24.99

THE LUMINEERS

Ho Hey • Big Parade • Charlie Boy • Classy Girls • Dead Sea • Flapper Girl • Flowers in Your Hair • Morning Song • Slow It Down • Stubborn Love • and Submarines, all in note-for-note transcriptions with tab.

00114563  $22.99

BRENT MASON – HOT WIRED

Blowin’ Smoke • Blue Water Girl • Cayman Moon • First Rule of Thumb • Gator Bite • Hot Wired • Mellow Midnight • My Little Ballerina • Swinging with a String.

00119220  $19.99

MASTODON – THE HUNTER

All the Heavy Lifting • Bedazzled Fingernails • Black Tongue • Blastedroid • Creature Lives • Dry Bone Valley • The Hunter • Octopus Has No Friends • The Sparrow • Spectrelight • Stargasm • Thickening.

00691176  $22.99

JOHN MAYER LIVE

Belief • Come When I Call • Comfortable • Every Day I Have the Blues • Gravity • Neon • Vultures • Who Did You Think I Was • Why Georgia • and more Mayer favorites.

02501513  $24.99

JOHN MAYER LIVE

Every Day I Have the Blues • Gravity • Neon • Vultures • Who Did You Think I Was • Why Georgia • and more Mayer favorites.

00691442  $22.99

ANDY McKEE – ART OF MOTION

A dozen tracks from the 2005 CD by this acclaimed folk fingerstyle guitarist, including: Art of Motion • Drifting • For My Father • Heather’s Song • Into the Ocean • Keys to the Hovercar • Rylynn • Shanghai • more.

00691942  $22.99

www.musicdispatch.com  CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
SHADOWS FALL — RETRIBUTION
Dead and Gone • Embrace Annihilation • King of Nothing • My Demise • The Path to Inevitable Ruin • Picture Perfect • A Public Execution • Still I Rise • The Taste of Fear • War.
0691012 ................................ $22.99

CAT STEVENS — TEA FOR THE TILLERMAN
But I Might Die Tonight • Father and Son • Hard Headed Woman • Into White • Longer Boats • On the Road to Find Out • Tea for the Tillerman • Where Do the Children Play • Wild World.
14041588 ................................ $19.99

ROD STEWART GUITAR ANTHOLOGY
Da Ya Think I’m Sexy • Every Picture Tells a Story • The First Cut Is the Deepest • Gasoline Alley • Hot Legs • Maggie May • Mandolin Wind • Stay with Me • Tonight’s the Night • You Wear It Well • You’re in My Heart • and more.
00690949 ................................ $19.99

SUBLIME — ROBBIN’ THE HOOD
All You Need • Boss D.J. • Don’t Push • Falling Idols • Freeway • Time in LA County Jail • Lincoln Highway Dub • Mary • Pool Shark (plus acoustic version) • Saw Red • Steppin’ Razor • STP • Waiting for Bud • and more.
00690992 ................................ $19.99

BEST OF SUPERTRAMP
Bloody Well Right • Breakfast in America • Dreamer • Even in the Quietest Moments • Give a Little Bit • Goodbye Stranger • The Logical Song • School • Sister Moonshine • Take the Long Way Home.
00691072 ................................ $22.99

TAYLOR SWIFT — RED
Begin Again • Everything Has Changed • Holy Ground • I Almost Do • I Knew You Were Trouble • The Last Time • Teardrops • 22 • We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together.
00115957 ................................ $21.99

STEVE VAI — THE STORY OF LIGHT
Book of the Seven Seals • Creamsicle Sunset • Gravity Storm • John the Revelator • The Moon and I • Mulllach 3 • No More Amsterdam • Racing the World • Sunshine Electric Raindrops • Velorum • Weeping China Doll.
00110385 ................................ $22.99

TAYLOR SWIFT — RED
Begin Again • Everything Has Changed • Holy Ground • I Almost Do • I Knew You Were Trouble • The Last Time • Teardrops • 22 • We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together.
00115957 ................................ $21.99

STEVE VAI — THE STORY OF LIGHT
Book of the Seven Seals • Creamsicle Sunset • Gravity Storm • John the Revelator • The Moon and I • Mulllach 3 • No More Amsterdam • Racing the World • Sunshine Electric Raindrops • Velorum • Weeping China Doll.
00110385 ................................ $22.99

VAN HALEN — A DIFFERENT KIND OF TRUTH
Includes: Tattoo • She’s the Woman • You and Your Blues • China Town • Blood and Fire • Is It • Bullethead • Honeybabysweetiedoll • Outta Space • Stay Frosty • Big River • Beats Workin’.
00703867 ................................ $21.99

VOLBEAT GUITAR COLLECTION
Fallen • Guitar Gangsters & Cadillac Blood • Hallelujah Goat • Heaven nor Hell • I Only Want to Be with You • Maybe You • Hologram • The Mirror and the Ripper • 16 Dollars • A Warrior’s Call • Who They Are.
00109770 ................................ $22.99

JACK WHITE — BLUNDERBUSS
Blunderbuss • Freedom at 21 • Hip Poor Boy • Hypocritical Kiss • I Guess I Should Go to Sleep • I’m Shakin’ • Love Interruption • Missing Pieces • On and On and On • Sixteen Saltines • Take Me with You When You Go • and more.
00102592 ................................ $19.99

WHITESNAKE GUITAR COLLECTION
Crying in the Rain • Fool for Your Loving • Give Me All Your Love • Here I Go Again • Is This Love • Love Ain’t No Stranger • Slow It Down • Slip of the Tongue • Slow Ain’t Easy • Still of the Night.
00117311 ................................ $19.99

ZAKK WYLD Spectral Anthology
Between Heaven and Hell • Blood for Me • Concrete Jungle • Darkest Days (Unplugged Version) • Fire It Up • The First Noel • Hell Is High • Mama, I’m Coming Home • No More Tears • Sold My Soul • and more.
02501716 ................................ $24.99

NEIL YOUNG — AFTER THE GOLD RUSH
After the Gold Rush • Birds • Cripple Creek Ferry • Don’t Let It Bring You Down • I Believe in You • Oh, Lonesome Me • Only Love Can Break Your Heart • Southern Man • When You Dance, I Can Really Love.
00691020 ................................ $22.99

NEIL YOUNG — HARVEST MOON
Songs: Dreamin’ Man • From Hank to Hendrix • Harvest Moon • Natural Beauty • Old King • One of These Days • Such a Woman • Unknown Legend • War of Man • You and Me.
00691021 ................................ $22.99

FRANK ZAPPA — ONE SIZE FITS ALL
Zappa’s classic 1975 release: Andy • Can’t Afford No Shoes • Evelyn, A Modified Dog • Florence Porge • Inca Roads • Po-Jama People • San Ber’dino • Sofa No. 1 • Sofa No. 2.
00690624 ................................ $22.99
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EXCEPTIONAL BLUES/ROCK
Blue Sky • Confidence Man • The Green Manalishi • Have You Heard • Hell to Pay • I Ain’t Superstitious • Feel Free • Killing Floor • Let It Roll • Rock and Roll Doctor • See the Light • Since I Met You Baby • Theme for an Imaginary Western • and more.
02501544 .................................. $22.99

THE GARGANTUAN GUITAR SONGBOOK
American Girl • Anarchy in the U.K. • Bark at the Moon • Even Flow • Green Onions • Iris • Panama • Paperback Writer • Sex on Fire • Slow Ride • Wonderful Tonight • and dozens more!
00701216 .................................. $24.99

WOODSTOCK – GUITAR SONGBOOK
Bluebird • Coming into Los Angeles • Dark Star • Delta Lady • Going up the Country • I Want to Take You Higher • I Feel Like I’m Fixin’-to-Die Rag • I’m Going Home • Piece of My Heart • Volunteers • The Weight • Woodstock • more.
00701237 .................................. $19.99

ROLLING STONE: 100 GREATEST GUITAR SONGS
Back in Black • Blitzkrieg Bop • Brown Sugar • Can’t You Hear Me Knocking • Dark Star • Eight Miles High • Eruption • Freeway Jam • London Calling • Panama • Rumble • Soul Man • Stairway to Heaven • Whole Lotta Love • many more.
00701287 .................................. $24.99

THE HUMONGOUS GUITAR SONGBOOK
Feel like Makin’ Love • Give a Little Bit • Hard to Handle • Heaven • Hurts So Good • Jane Says • Lick It Up • London Calling • Mama, I’m Coming Home • Refugee • Unchained • Woman from Tokyo • Ziggy Stardust • more.
00690816 .................................. $24.95

1970S GUITAR BIG BOOK
00321448 .................................. $24.95

GUITAR TAB 2012 – 2013
Songs: The A Team • Bully • Drive By • Hero • Ho Hey • Home • It’s Time • Little Talks • Locked Out of Heaven • Oh Love • Skinny Love • Still Counting • Survival • Too Close.
00118885 .................................. $19.99

THE ROCK GUITAR SONGBOOK
Every Brothers, Bill Haley, Elvis, Creedence Clearwater Revival, Traffic, Cream, the Allman Brothers Band, Kiss, Journey, Peter Frampton, Fleetwood Mac, and many more!
00322449 .................................. $19.99

WHERE ARE THEY NOW? THE HAIR BANDS
Who’s Crying Now • Panama • Livin’ on a Prayer • Talk Dirty to Me • Tears Are Falling • Gypsy Road • Moonchild Waltz • Jumpin’ Alone Again • Up All Night • Girls, Girls, Girls • Here I Go Again • and many more.
00701608 .................................. $19.99

THE PSYCHEDELIC ’60S
Can’t Find My Way Home • I Want to Take You Higher • The Low Spark of High-Heeled Boys • Magic Bus • Mama Told Me (Not to Come) • Pictures of Matchstick Men • Time of the Season • White Room • Whiter Shade of Pale • and more.
00321435 .................................. $19.95

GUITAR WORLD’S 100 GREATEST GUITAR SOLOS OF ALL TIME
Guitar World picked ‘em, and now you can play ‘em – thanks to this collection of 100 must-know guitar leads transcribed note for note! This unique book also includes insightful background and performance notes for more than 40 of the best solos.
00702385 .................................. $29.99

GUITAR WORLD’S 50 GREATEST ROCK SONGS OF ALL TIME
All Along the Watchtower • All Day and All of the Night • Barracuda • Bohemian Rhapsody • Carry on Wayward Son • Crazy Train • Detroit Rock City • Enter Sandman • Free Bird • Highway to Hell • Hotel California • Iron Man • Layla • Misirlou • more. 512 pages!
00691143 .................................. $35.00

ULTIMATE GUITAR TAB TREASURE CHEST
Bohemian Rhapsody • Born to Be Wild • Dream On • Dust in the Wind • Free Ride • Hallelujah • Hey Joe • Iron Man • Let Me Hear You Scream • Maggie May • Smoke on the Water • Sweet Child O’ Mine • Under the Bridge • Wonderland • more.
00691172 .................................. $27.50

BLUES GUITAR TAB
Empty Arms • I’m Tore Down • Lie to Me • My Way Down • Never Make Your Move Too Soon • Rock Me Right • Rugged Road • She’s into Somethin’ • Stop • Walking Through the Park • Workin’ Man Blues • more.
00691093 .................................. $19.99

MONSTER TAB BOOK OF GUITAR HEROES
Casey Jones • Don’t Fear the Reaper • Eruption • Funk #49 • Girls, Girls, Girls • Highway Star • Icky Thump • Killer Queen • La Grange • Satch Boogie • Set You Free • Still of the Night • Wish You Were Here • You Shook Me All Night Long • more.
02501598 .................................. $26.99
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Song Title</th>
<th>Artist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC/DC HITS</td>
<td>AC/DC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back in the Saddle</td>
<td>Aerosmith</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almost Easy</td>
<td>Avenged Sevenfold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bad Country</td>
<td>J. Beck</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap</td>
<td>C. Cream</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bringin' on the Heartbreak</td>
<td>Def Leppard</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After the Thrill Is Gone</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Already Gone</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AC/DC</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aerosmith</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avenged Sevenfold</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Beck</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cream</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Eagles – Acoustic</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagles Hits</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleetwood Mac</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foo Fighters</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Journey</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiss</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED Zeppelin – Vol. 1</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LED Zeppelin – Vol. 2</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bob Marley</td>
<td>Eagles</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Songbooks with tab, chords, lyrics, and CD with demo and play-along tracks. Check our site for the full roster of 160+ available titles!

MEGADETH
Hangar 18 • Head Crusher • Holy Wars...The Punishment Due • Peace Sells • Sweating Bullets • Symphony of Destruction • Train of Consequences • Trust. 00701741 $16.99

GARY MOORE
Cold Day in Hell • Empty Rooms • The Loner • Oh Pretty Woman • Since I Met You Baby • Still Got the Blues • Texas Strut • Walking by Myself. 00702370 $16.99

QUEEN
Another One Bites the Dust • Crazy Little Thing Called Love • Fat Bottomed Girls • Killer Queen • A Kind of Magic • Stone Cold Crazy • Tie Your Mother Down • We Are the Champions. 00701052 $16.99

RADIOHEAD
2+2=5 • Anyone Can Play Guitar • Creep • Just • Knives Out • Optimistic • Paranoid Android • Weird Fishes. 00704139 $19.99

RED HOT CHILI PEPPERS
The Adventures of Rain Dance Maggie • By the Way • Californication • Can't Stop • Dani California • Scar Tissue • Suck My Kiss • Tell Me Baby • Under the Bridge. 00702990 $19.99

DJANGO REINHARDT
8 songs: Brazil • Daphne • Djangoology • Honeysuckle Rose • Minor Swing • Neagués • Souvenirs • Swing 42. 00702531 $16.99

ROLLING STONES
Gimme Shelter • Let it Bleed • Honky Tonk Women • You Can't Always Get What You Want • Satisfaction • Paint It Black • Jumpin' Jack Flash. 00701532 $19.99

SIMON & GARFUNKEL
The Boxer • Cecilia • A Hazy Shade of Winter • Homeward Bound • I Am a Rock • Mrs. Robinson • Scarborough Fair/Canticle • The Sound of Silence. 14041591 $16.99

SLAYER
Angel of Death • Dead Skin Mask • Piece by Piece • Postmortem • Reigning Blood • Seasons in the Abyss • South of Heaven. 00703770 $17.99

TAYLOR SWIFT
Back to December • Eyes Open • Mean • ours • Picture to Burn • Red • Sparks Fly • We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together. 00701582 $16.99

THREE DAYS GRACE
Animal I Have Become • Chalk Outline • The Good Life • I Hate Everything About You • Just Like You • Never Too Late • Pain • Riot. 00117337 $16.99

U2
Desire • I Still Haven’t Found What I’m Looking For • Mysterious Ways • New Year’s Day • Pride • Sunday Bloody Sunday • Where the Streets Have No Name • With or Without You. 00701508 $16.99

MORE STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
Ain’t Gone ‘n Give Up on Love • Honey Bee • Pride and Joy • Rude Mood • Texas Flood • Voodoo Child (Slight Return) • Wall of Denial. 00702396 $17.99

ZAKK WYLDE
Bleed for Me • Bored to Tears • Miracle Man • No More Tears • Stillborn • Stronger Than Death • Suicide Messiah • Superterrorizer. 02501717 $16.99

NEIL YOUNG
Cinnamon Girl • Cowgirl in the Sand • Down by the River • Harvest Moon • Heart of Gold • Helpless • The Needle and the Damage Done • Ohio • Old Man • Only Love Can Break Your Heart • Southern Man. 00700133 $24.99

* Our play-along tracks feature tempo adjustment software for Mac or PC so you can speed up or slow down the tempo – without changing pitch!

WWW.MUSICDISPACHT.COM CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
**GUITAR PLAY-ALONG PACKS**

**ACOUSTIC ANTHOLOGY**
- Give a Little Bit
- Jack and Diane
- The Joke
- More Than a Feeling
- Rocky Road
- Teach Your Children
- Time for Me to Fly
- Walk on the Wild Side
- and more.

**ACOUSTIC HITS**
- Love Song
- Mr. Tambourine Man
- Show Me the Way
- The Sound of Silence
- Southern Cross
- Who'll Stop the Rain
- Wild World
- Wonderwall.

**ACOUSTIC WOMEN**
- Adia
- Closer to Fine
- If It Makes You Happy
- Ironic
- Like the Way I Do
- Stay
- Torn
- You Were Meant for Me.

**BLUEGRASS**
- Duelin’ Banjos
- Foggy Mountain Breakdown
- Gold Rush
- I Am a Man of Constant Sorrow
- Nine Pound Hammer
- Orange Blossom Special
- Rocky Top
- Wildwood Flower.

**BLUEGRASS CLASSICS**
- Bill Cheatham
- Blackberry Blossom
- Cripple Creek
- Great Speckled Bird
- Red Wing
- Roll in My Sweet Baby’s Arms
- Soldier’s Joy
- Turkey in the Straw.

**BLUES CLASSICS**
- Dust My Broom
- Easy Baby
- I Ain’t Got You
- If You Love Me Like You Say
- Mary Had a Little Lamb
- Messin’ with the Kid
- Mojo Hand
- Reconsider Baby.

**BLUES INSTRUMENTALS**
- Blue Guitar
- Honky Tonk (Parts 1 & 2)
- Just like a Woman
- Oke Dokie Stomp
- Scuttle Butt’n
- Steppin’ Out
- The Stumble
- Wham.

**BLUESY ROCK**
- Changes
- The Lemon Song
- Rock and Roll Hoochie Koo
- Snortin’ Whiskey
- Still Alive and Well
- Too Rolling Stoned
- Whipping Post.

**CLASSIC PUNK**
- California Sun
- God Save the Queen
- Holiday in Cambodia
- In a Free Land
- Institutionalized
- London Calling
- Orgasm Addict
- Search and Destroy.

**CLASSICAL POP**
- Anji
- Cavatina
- Classical Gas
- Dee
- Embryonic Journey
- Jesu, Joy of Man’s Desiring
- Malaguena
- Spanish Caravan.

**COUNTRY HITS**
- Alcohol
- Beer for My Horses
- Honky Tonk Badonkadonk
- It’s Five O’clock Somewhere
- Lot of Lewin Left to Do
- Me and My Gang
- Pickin’ Wildflowers
- Summertime.

**COUNTRY ROCK**
- Drivin’ My Life Away
- East Bound and Down
- Guitars, Cadillacs
- Here’s a Quarter (Call Someone Who Cares)
- Mercury Blues
- Mountain Music
- One More Last Chance
- The Only Daddy That Will Walk the Line.

**DISCO**
- Boogie Oogie Oogie
- Get Down Tonight
- Hot Stuff
- I Will Survive
- Love Rollercoaster
- Stayin’ Alive
- Super Freak
- We Are Family.

**EARLY ROCK INSTRUMENTALS**
- Apache
- Guitar Boogie Shuffle
- Raunchy
- Rawhide
- Rebel Rouser
- Sleepwalk
- Telstar
- Tequila.

**EASY ROCK SONGS**
- Bad Case of Loving You
- Bang a Gong
- I Can’t Explain
- I Love Rock ’N Roll
- La Bamba
- Mony, Mony
- Should I Stay or Should I Go
- Twist and Shout.

---

**WWW.MUSICDISPATCH.COM**
**CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852**
GUITAR

GLEE
Dancing with Myself • Dream On • Forget You • Hey, Soul Sister • It's My Life • Jessie's Girl • Lucky • Sweet Caroline.
00703016 .................. $16.99

GRUNGE
Cumberpuss • Even Flow • Hunger Strike • Plush • Santa Monica • Shine • Spoonman • Would?
00700467 .................. $16.99

GUITAR THEMES
Theme from E.T. • The Godfather • He's a Pirate • Linus and Lucy • Misirlou • Peter Gunn • (Ghost) Riders in the Sky • Theme from Spider Man.
00791922 .................. $14.99

MODERN BLUES
Born with a Broken Heart • Damn Right, I've Got the Blues • Lie to Me • Mama Talk to Your Daughter • My Way Down • Never Make Your Move Too Soon • Phone Booth • Rock Me Right.
00700764 .................. $16.99

60s ROCK
All Day and All of the Night • California Dreamin' • The House of the Rising Sun • Magic Carpet Ride • My Generation • Surfin' Safari • Susie-Q • Taxman.
00701749 .................. $14.99

70s ROCK
American Woman • Black Betty • God of Thunder • Godzilla • Kid Charlemagne • Life in the Fast Lane • Slow Ride • Space Truckin'.
00701739 .................. $14.99

90s ROCK
Brain Stew • Empire • The Freshmen • Interstate Love Song • Mr. Jones • Push • Yelow Ledbetter.
00701743 .................. $14.99

POP METAL
Beautiful Girls • Cherry Pie • Get the Funk Out • Here I Go Again • Nothing but a Good Time • Photograph • Turn up the Radio • We're Not Gonna Take It.
00699731 .................. $14.95

PROGRESSIVE ROCK
Breath • From the Beginning • LCSive Beat • Owner of a Lonely Heart • Tom Sawyer • Turn It on Again • 21st Century Schizoid Man • The Wall.
00701457 .................. $14.99

REGGAE
Buffalo Soldier • The Harder They Come • I Shot the Sheriff • The Israelsites • Legalize It • Marcus Garvey • Party Next Door • Tomorrow People.
00700468 .................. $15.99

ROCK ANTHOLOGY
Baba O'Riley • Barracuda • Can't Get Enough • Carry On Wayward Son • Don't Fear the Reapin' • Free Ride • Hurts So Good • I Need to Know • Let It Ride • Oye Como Va • Rhiannon • Ridin' the Storm Out • more.
00700176 .................. $22.99

ROCK INSTRUMENTALS
The Attitude Song • Black Star • Cliffs of Dover • Eruption • Freeway Jam • Rivierra Paradise • Satch Boogie • Soul Sacrifice.
00700507 .................. $16.99

SONGS FOR BEGINNERS
Ain't No Sunshine • Brain Stew • Helter Skelter • I Gotta Feeling • Knockin' on Heaven's Door • Old Time Rock & Roll • Pink and Beans • Smells like Teen Spirit.
00701917 .................. $14.99

THREE CHORD SONGS
Bye Bye Love • Gloria • I Fought the Law • Love Me Do • Mellow Yellow • Stairway to Heaven • The House of the Rising Sun • You Don't Mess Around with Jim.
00700178 .................. $16.99

ULTIMATE CHRISTMAS
All I Want for Christmas Is My Two Front Teeth • Feliz Navidad • Nuttin' for Christmas • Please Come Home for Christmas • Santa Baby • Sleigh Ride • Somewhere in My Memory • White Christmas.
00101889 .................. $14.99

* Our play-along tracks feature tempo adjustment software for Mac or PC so you can speed up or slow down the tempo – without changing pitch!

Check our site for the full roster!

WWW.MUSICDISPATCH.COM CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
The ultimate jamming tool for all blues musicians, these packs will bring your local blues jam right into your house!

**JIMMY HENDRIX**
8 songs: Fire • Foxey Lady • Jam '29 • Little Wing • Red House • Spanish Castle Magic • Voodoo Child (Slight Return) • Who Knows.
00843218 $14.99

**HOWLIN' WOLF**
8 songs: Built for Comfort • Forty-Four • How Many More Years • Killing Floor • Moanin’ at Midnight • Shake Me • Sitting on Top of the World • Smokeystack Lightning.
00843176 $12.99

**ALBERT COLLINS**
Brick • Collins’ Mix • Don’t Lose Your Cool • Frost Bite • Frosty • I Ain’t Drunk • Master Charge • Trash Talkin’.
00843178 $12.99

**B.B. KING**
Everyday I Have the Blues • It’s My Own Fault Darlin’ • Just like a Woman • Please Accept My Love • Sweet Sixteen • The Thrill Is Gone • Why I Sing the Blues • You Upset Me Baby.
00843172 $14.99

**JIMMY REED**
 Ain’t That Lovin’ You Baby • Baby, What You Want Me to Do • Big Boss Man • Bright Lights, Big City • Going to New York • Honest & I Do • You Don’t Have to Go • You Got Me Dizzy.
00843204 $12.99

**B.B. KING**
Beginner
A singer, guitarist, and vocalist, B.B. King was born in Mississippi in 1925. He first began playing the guitar at the age of 13, and by the time he was 20 he was playing in clubs in Memphis. He then moved to Chicago, where he played for a while before returning to Mississippi, where he continued to play until he was 40. In 1950, he moved to New York City and began recording for Roulette Records. His most famous song is “The Thrill Is Gone,” which became an international hit when it was included on the soundtrack to the movie “Love Story.”

**BLUES STANDARDS**
Ain’t Nobody’s Business • Kansas City • Key to the Highway • Let the Good Times Roll • Night Time Is the Right Time • Route 66 • See See Rider • Stormy Weather (Keeps Rainin’ All the Time).
00843205 $12.99

* Our play-along tracks feature tempo adjustment software for Mac or PC so you can speed up or slow down the tempo – without changing pitch!
EASY GUITAR
Simplified arrangements with notes, tab, chord charts, and strum & pick patterns.

ADELE FOR EASY GUITAR
Contains: Chasing Pavements • Daydreamer • Lovesong • Make You Feel My Love • One and Only • Right as Rain • Rolling in the Deep • Rumour Has It • Set Fire to the Rain • Someone like You • Turning Tables.
00702298 ............... $14.99

THE BEATLES – 1
All You Need Is Love • Eleanor Rigby • From Me to You • A Hard Day’s Night • Help! • Hey Jude • I Want to Hold Your Hand • Let It Be • Penny Lane • She Loves You • Something • Ticket to Ride • and more.
00702292 ................ $19.99

ZAC BROWN BAND – THE FOUNDATION
Chicken Fried • Different Kind of Fine • Free • Highway 20 Ride • It’s Not OK • Jolene • Mary • Sir 21 on a Chicken • Toes • Whatever It Is • Where the Boat Leaves From.
02501615 ................ $16.99

VERY BEST OF COLDPLAY
Brothers and Sisters • Clocks • Don’t Panic • Fix You • God Put a Smile upon Your Face • In My Place • Life in Technicolor II • Lost! • Only Superstition • The Scientist • Shiver • Speed of Sound • more.
00702291 ................ $12.99

CHART HITS OF 2012-2013
Easy arrangements of a dozen huge hits, in standard notation and tab. The A Team • Diamonds • Die Young • Ho Hey • Home • It’s Time • Locked Out of Heaven • Madness • One More Night • Skyfall • Some Nights • Too Close.
00118314 ................ $14.99

CROSBY, STILLS & NASH
Change Partners • Chicago • Got It Made • Helplessly Hoping • Just a Song Before I Go • Love the One You’re With • Marrakesh Express • Our House • Southern Cross • Suite: Judy Blue Eyes • Teach Your Children • Wasted on the Way.
00702278 ............... $12.99

BEST OF IRON & WINE
Includes: Boy with a Coin • Cinder and Smoke • Fever Dream • Jeanel • Lion’s Mane • Lovesthesong of the Buzzard • Naked as We Came • The Sea and the Rhythm • Upward over the Mountain • and more.
02501653 ................ $19.99

JOURNEY – EASY GUITAR
Don’t Stop Believin’ • Faithfully • Girl Can’t Help It • Lights • Lovin’, Touchin’, Squeezin’ • Open Arms • Send Her My Love • Separate Ways • Stone in Love • Walks Like a Lady • Wheel in the Sky • Who’s Crying Now.
00701958 ................ $18.99

LED ZEPPELIN
Babe I’m Gonna Leave You • Black Dog • Communication Breakdown • Dancing Days • Good Times • Bad Times • The Ocean • Over the Hills and Far Away • Rock and Roll • Stairway to Heaven • Whole Lotta Love.
00701957 ................ $19.99

PINK FLOYD
Another Brick in the Wall, Part 2 • Brain Damage • Comfortably Numb • Have a Cigar • Hey You • Money • Mother • Run like Hell • Time • Us and Them • Wish You Were Here • Young Lust.
00102911 ................ $16.99

VERY BEST OF PRINCE
Diamonds and Pearls • I Would Die 4 U • Kiss • Let’s Go Crazy • Little Red Corvette • 1999 • Purple Rain • Raspberry Beret • When Doves Cry • U Got the Look • and more.
00702293 ............... $12.99

TAYLOR SWIFT – RED
All Too Well • Begin Again • Everything Has Changed • Holy Ground • I Almost Do • I Knew You Were Trouble • The Last Time • The Lucky One • Red • Sad Beautiful Tragic • Starlight • State of Grace • Stay Stay Stay • Treacherous • 22 • We Are Never Ever Getting Back Together.
00159860 ............... $16.99

NEIL YOUNG – HARVEST
Alabama • Are You Ready for the Country? • Harvest • Heart of Gold • A Man Needs a Maid • The Needle and the Damage Done • Old Man • Out On the Weekend • There’s a World • Words.
00119133 ................ $14.99

BEST OF R.E.M.
Drive • Everybody Hurts • It’s the End of the World as We Know It • Losing My Religion • Man on the Moon • The One I Love • Orange Crush • Shiny Happy People • Stand • more.
00109279 ............... $14.99

THE ROLLING STONES – EASY GUITAR
19th Nervous Breakdown • Brown Sugar • Get Off of My Cloud • Gimme Shelter • Hunky Tonk Women • Jumpin’ Jack Flash • No Expectations • Paint It, Black • Play With Fire • Ruby Tuesday • Satisfaction • more.
00701661 ............... $19.99

THE ROLLING STONES
Express

WWW.MUSICDISPATCH.COM CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
THE 4 CHORD SONGBOOK
Play nearly 50 rock, folk, country & Christmas classics – even if you know only 4 chords! Includes: Cecilia • Cold, Cold Heart • Day-O (The Banana Boat Song) • Dixie • Chicken • The Gambler • Guantanamera • Leaving on a Jet Plane • My Generation • Ode to Billy Joe • Ring of Fire • Teach Your Children • Twist and Shout • Will the Circle Be Unbroken • and more. $9.99

HITS OF THE ’60s
Hang On Sloopy • Happy Together • Hey Joe • I Got You Babe • Leaving on a Jet Plane • Mrs. Robinson • My Generation • Piece of My Heart • Proud Mary • Ring of Fire • Sweet Caroline • The Weight • more. $10.95

TODAY’S HITS
Includes: As Long As You Love Me • Diamonds • Everlong • Forget You • Hey, Soul Sister • Ho Hey • Home • Kiss You • Locked Out of Heaven • Lonely Boy • Need You Now • Rolling in the Deep • Stronger (What Doesn’t Kill You) • Try • We Are Young • U Smile • and more! $10.99

JASON MRAZ
Absolutely Zero • Bella Luna • Curbide Prophet • Geek in the Pink • I’m Yours • Life Is Wonderful • Lucky • No Stopping Us • The Remedy • Tonight, Not Again • You and I Both • and more. $14.99

ROCK AROUND THE CLOCK
At the Hop • Big Girls Don’t Cry • Blue Suede Shoes • Blueberry Hill • Don’t Be Cruel • I Got You Babe • It’s My Party • Jailhouse Rock • Leader of the Pack • Louie, Louie • My Guy • Pogo Sue • Walk like a Man • and more. $12.99

CAT STEVENS – STRUM & SING GUITAR
Another Saturday Night • Father and Son • The First Cut Is the Deepest • Moon Shadow • Morning Has Broken • Oh Very Young • Peace Train • Where Do the Children Play • Wild World • and more. $10.99

FOLK ROCK FAVORITES
California Dreamin’ • Eve of Destruction • Happy Together • Have You Ever Seen the Rain? • If I Were a Carpenter • Knockin’ on Heaven’s Door • Lay Lady Lay • You’ve Got to Hide Your Love Away • and more. $9.99

CAROLE KING
I Feel the Earth Move • I’m into Something Good • It’s Too Late • The Loco-Motion • (You Make Me Feel Like) A Natural Woman • So Far Away • Some Kind of Wonderful • Tapistry • Will You Love Me Tomorrow • You’ve Got a Friend • and more. $10.99

JACK JOHNSON
Strum along with 43 songs from Jack Johnson. Includes: Better Together • Do You Remember • Flame • Fortune’s Fool • Holes in the Sky • It’s All Understood • Taylor • Tomorrow Morning • and more. $14.99

KEITH URBAN
Better Life • Days Go By • Everybody • Got It Right This Time • I Told You So • Tell Summer Comes Around • Where the Blacktop Ends • You Look Good in My Shirt • You’ll Think of Me • and more! $12.99

ZAC BROWN BAND
Includes: As He’s Walking Away • Chicken Fried • Cold Hearted • Different Kind of Fine • Free • It’s Not OK • Jolene • Keep Me in Mind • Let It Go • No Hurry • Quiet Your Mind • Sic ’em on a Chicken • Toes • Who Knows • and more! $12.99

COLBIE CALLAT
Here are easy-to-play arrangements of 40 favorites from Colbie: Bubbly • Capri • The Little Things • Lucky • Realize • Stay with Me • What If • What Means the Most • and dozens more! $9.95

JOHN DENVER
Annie’s Song • Autograph • Back Home Again • Calypso • Leaving on a Jet Plane • My Sweet Lady • Perhaps Love • Rocky Mountain High • Sunshine on My Shoulders • Take Me Home, Country Roads • and more. $14.99

FOLK SONGS
Includes nearly 40 folk favorites: All I Really Want to Do • Annie’s Song • Blowin’ in the Wind • Cat’s in the Cradle • Jamaica Farewell • Puff the Magic Dragon • and more! $9.99

STRUM AND SING
Simply the lyrics and chord frames.
EASY RHYTHM GUITAR SERIES*
Featuring large, easy-to-read “Rhythm Tab” notation, carefully arranged for beginning to intermediate players.

THREE CHORD SONGS
All Shook Up • Gloria • I Fought the Law • La Bamba • Lay Down Sally • Love Me Do • Mellow Yellow • Mony, Mony • Surfin’ U.S.A. • Willie and the Hand Jive. 00701246 Book/CD Pack $14.99

FOLK SONGS
Clementine • Home on the Range • In the Good Old Summertime • Midnight Special • Oh! Susanna • Tom Dooley • Will the Circle Be Unbroken • and more. 00699891 Book/CD Pack $14.99

MODERN ROCK
Clocks • Drive • Here Without You • Mr. Jones • Only Wanna Be with You • Push • This Love • Till I Hear It from You • What I Got. 00699905 Book/CD Pack $14.99

POP BALLADS
Blue Velvet • Crimson and Clover • The End of the World • Greenfields • I Love How You Love Me • In My Room • Let It Be Me • There’s a Kind of Hush • Walk On By • What the World Needs Now Is Love. 00699904 Book/CD Pack $14.99

COUNTRY POP
Blue Bayou • Can’t Help Falling in Love • The Gambler • Gentle on My Mind • Green Grass of Home • King of the Road • Release Me • and more. 00699892 Book/CD Pack $14.99

POP/ROCK
American Pie • Baby, I Love Your Way • Daniel • Doctor, My Eyes • Don’t Stop • Drift Away • Hello, It’s Me • If You Leave Me Now • It’s Too Late • Summer Breeze. 00699903 Book/CD Pack $14.95

CHRISTMAS SONGS
Blue Christmas • Do You Hear What I Hear • Frosty the Snow Man • Happy Xmas • Here Comes Santa Claus • Jingle-Bell Rock • Let It Snow! Let It Snow! Let It Snow! • Rudolph the Red-Nosed Reindeer • Silver Bells. 00700814 Book/CD Pack $14.95

LATIN
A Day in the Life of a Fool • Desafinado • The Gift! • The Girl from Ipanema • How Insensitive • Little Boat • More • Quizás, Quizás, Quizás • So Nice • Sway. 00699905 Book/CD Pack $14.95

ACOUSTIC ROCK
This pack lets you play the chords and riffs of 10 classic folk pop songs, including: Band on the Run • Free Fallin’ • Maggie May • Night Moves • Time for Me to Fly • and more. 00698989 Book/CD Pack $14.95

CLASSIC ROCK
This pack lets you play the chords and riffs of 10 classic rock songs, including: Against the Wind • Free Bird • Hey Joe • Proud Mary • Wonderful Tonight • and more. 00698988 Book/CD Pack $14.99

FOLK POP
This pack lets you play the chords and riffs of 10 classic folk pop songs, including: Blown’ in the Wind • Leaving on a Jet Plane • San Francisco • Where Have All the Flowers Gone? • and more. 00698989 Book/CD Pack $14.95

‘60s POP
This pack lets you play the chords and riffs of 10 favorites from the ‘60s, including: (It’s A) Beautiful Morning • California Dreamin’ • Happy Together • (Sittin’ On) the Dock of the Bay • Stand by Me • and more. 00698988 Book/CD Pack $14.95

* Our play-along tracks feature tempo adjustment software for Mac or PC so you can speed up or slow down the tempo – without changing pitch!
ALABAMA
Angels Among Us • Born Country
• Can’t Keep a Good Man Down •
If You’re Gonna Play in Texas (You
Gotta Have A Fiddle in the Band)
• Lady down on Love • Mountain
Music • She and I • Song of the
South • Take Me Down • Why
Lady Why • and more.
00699914..........................$14.95

CREEDENCE CLEARWATER
REVIVAL
Bad Moon Rising • Born on the
Bayou • Down on the Corner •
• Have You Ever Seen the Rain? •
I Heard It Through the Grapevine
• Lookin’ Out My Back Door
• Travelin’ Band • Up Around the
Bend • and more!
0701786..........................$12.99

JOHN DENVER
Leaving on a Jet Plane • Poems,
Prayers and Promises • Rocky
Mountain High • Sunshine on
My Shoulders • Sweet Surrender
• Take Me Home, Country Roads
• and more. 02501697...............$14.99

NEIL DIAMOND
50 shining hits from the incom-
parable Neil Diamond: America •
Cherry, Cherry • Cracklin’ Rosie
• Forever In Blue Jeans • Heartlight
• I Am ... I Said • Love on the
Rocks • September Morn • Song
Sung Blue • Sweet Caroline • and
dozens more!
0700606..........................$14.99

THE DOORS
Back Door Man • Break on
Through • The End • Hello, I Love
You • L.A. Woman • Light My Fire
• Love Her Madly • People Are
Strange • Riders on the Storm •
Roadhouse Blues • Strange Days
• Touch Me • When the Music’s
Over • and more.
00699888..........................$15.99

GREEN DAY –
GUITAR CHORD SONGBOOK
American Idiot • Basket Case
• Boulevard of Broken Dreams
• Brain Stew • Geek Stink Breath •
Good Riddance • King for a Day
• Know Your Enemy • 21 Guns
• Wake Me Up When September
Ends • Welcome to Paradise
• When I Come Around • and more.
00103074...........................$12.99

BOB MARLEY
Buffalo Soldier • Could You Be
Loved • Exodus • Get Up Stand Up
• I Shot the Sheriff • Is This Love
• Jamming • Lively Up Yourself
• No Woman No Cry • One Love
• Redemption Song • Stir It Up
• Three Little Birds • Waiting in
Vain • and more.
0701704..........................$12.99

STEVE MILLER
Dance Dance Dance • Fly like an
Eagle • The Joker • Jungle Love
• Living in the U.S.A. • Rock’n Me
• Serenade from the Stars • Space
Cowboy • Swingtown • Take the
Money and Run • Wide River
• Wild Mountain Honey • and more!
0701146..........................$12.99

NIRVANA
About a Girl • All Apologies • Big
Cheese • Come as You Are • Floyd
the Barber • Heart Shaped Box
• The Man Who Sold the World
• Mexican Seafood • Smells like
Teen Spirit • Something in the
Way • You Know You’re Right •
and more.
00699762..........................$16.99

PETER, PAUL & MARY
And When I Die • Blowin’ in the
Wind • Children, Go Where I Send
Thee • Don’t Think Twice, It’s All
Right • Goodnight, Irene • I Dig
Rock and Roll Music • If I Had a
Hammer • Leaving on a Jet Plane
• Pull the Magic Dragon • and more.
00103013..........................$12.99

TOM PETTY
American Girl • Breakdown • Don’t
Do Me like That • Even the Losers
• Free Fallin’ • Here Comes My
Girl • Refugee • Runnin’ Down a
Dream • Stop Draggin’ My Heart
Around • The Waiting • You Got
Lucky • and more.
00699883..........................$15.99

QUEEN
Another One Bites the Dust •
Bohemian Rhapsody • Crazy Little
Thing Called Love • Fat Bottomed
Girls • Hammer To Fall • Innuendo
• Killer Queen • Under Pressure
• We Are the Champions • We Will
Rock You • You’re My Best Friend
• and more.
0702395..........................$12.99

BOB SEGER
Against the Wind • Katmandu
• Like a Rock • Lock and Load
• Mainstreet • Night Moves
• Old Time Rock & Roll • Rock
and Roll Never Forgets • Still the
Same • We’ve Got Tonight • You’ll
Accomp’y Me • and more!
0701147..........................$12.99

TAYLOR SWIFT
Breathe • Fearless • Fifteen • Hey
Stephen • Innocent • Last Kiss
• Love Story • Our Song • Picture to
Burn • Speak Now • Teardrops on
My Guitar • Tim McGraw • Today
Was a Fairytale • White Horse
• You Belong with Me • and more.
0701799..........................$15.99

NEIL YOUNG – DECADE
After the Gold Rush • Cinnamon
Girl • Down by the River • Harvest
• Heart of Gold • Like a Hurricane
• Long May You Run • Mr. Soul
• Ohio • Old Man • Southern Man
• Tonight’s the Night • and more.
0700464..........................$14.99
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Cross Roads  
Stardust  
We Were  
Heart and Soul  
Butterfly Kisses  
Have You Ever Seen the Rain?  
00701043  

•  

Blowin’ in the Wind  
Foggy Mountain Top  
Don’t Stop Believin’  
If I Should Have Known Better  
I’ll Keep From Singing  
All I Want for Christmas  
Never My Baby  
I Feel the Earth Move  
Every Rose Has Its Thorn  
00701611  

•  

ACOUSTIC HITS  
American Pie  
I Love Your Way  
Every Rose Has Its Thorn  
Have You Ever Seen the Rain?  
Name  
Operator  
Southern Cross  
Take Me Home  
Country Roads  
Teardrops On My Guitar  
Who’ll Stop the Rain?  
Ziggy Stardust  
and more.  
00701787  

$14.99  

BLUEGRASS  
Blue Moon of Kentucky  
Foggy Mountain Top  
Fox on the Run  
High on a Mountain Top  
I’ll Fly Away  
Keep on the Sunny Side  
Nellie Kane  
Turn Your Radio On  
Wabash Cannonball  
The Wreck of the Old ’97  
more.  
00702585  

$14.99  

COFFEEHOUSE HITS  
Don’t Know Why  
Fallin’ for You  
Fast Car  
Fugitive  
Hallelujah  
If I Make You Happy  
Least Complicated  
Meet Virginia  
Name  
One of Us  
Round Here  
The Space Between  
Steal My Kisses  
Sunny Came Home  
Wonderwall  
You Learn  
and more.  
00703318  

$14.99  

COUNTRY FAVORITES  
Ashy Breaky Heart  
Act Naturally  
Brand New Man  
Coward of the County  
Daddy’s Hands  
Gone Country  
Grandpa  
I’m Not Lisa  
The Long Black Veil  
Make the World Go Away  
and more.  
00700609  

$14.99  

40 EASY STRUMMING SONGS  
Cat’s in the Cradle  
Daughter  
Hey  
Soul Sister  
Homeward Bound  
I Should Have Known Better  
Into the Mystic  
Losing My Religion  
Patience  
Shelter from the Storm  
Take It Easy  
Wild Horses  
and more.  
00115972  

$14.99  

GUITAR CHORD SONGBOOK WHITE PAGES  
This handy collection packs nearly 400 songs into one conveniently sized book! Featuring lyrics, chord symbols, and guitar chord diagrams for hits across decades and genres. Over 1,000 pages of music!  
00702609  

$29.99  

GUITAR CHORD SONGBOOKS - MIXED COLLECTIONS  
Compact, 6x9 collections with chords, lyrics, and melody cue.  

FOUR CHORD SONGS  
Blowin’ in the Wind  
Do Wah Diddy Diddy  
Every Rose Has Its Thorn  
Have You Ever Seen the Rain?  
How to Save a Life  
I Saw Her Standing There  
Stand by Me  
Sweet Jane  
3 AM  
Turn the Page  
and more.  
00701611  

$12.99  

GLEE  
Bad Romance  
Beautiful  
Dancing with Myself  
Defying Gravity  
Don’t Stop Believin’  
Forget You  
Imagine  
Jessie’s Girl  
Like a Prayer  
Rohrbach  
Teenage Dream  
True Colors  
and dozens more.  
00701801  

$14.99  

GUITAR CHORD SONGBOOKS - LOVE SONGS  
Baby, I’m A Want You  
Beautiful Butterfly Kisses  
Fields of Gold  
Heart and Soul  
Here  
Just Once  
Let’s Stay Together  
Never My Love  
Time in a Bottle  
The Way We Were  
We’ve Only Just Begun  
You Raise Me Up  
and more!  
00701043  

$14.99  

GUITAR CHORD SONGBOOKS - MODERN WORSHIP  
Amazing Grace (My Chains Are Gone)  
At the Cross  
Beautiful One  
Eternally God  
How Can I Keep From Singing  
I Am Free  
Let God Arise  
Let My Words Be Few  
(Till I Stand in Awe of You)  
Made to Worship  
and more.  
00701801  

$16.99  

GUITAR CHORD SONGBOOKS - ROCK BALLADS  
Amanda  
Beautiful  
Boston  
Brick  
Easy  
Heaven  
Landslide  
Love Hurts  
Mama, I’m Coming Home  
More Than a Feeling  
She Will Be Loved  
Sweet Child O’ Mine  
Waiting for a Girl like You  
and more.  
00701034  

$14.99  

GUITAR CHORD SONGBOOKS - ULTIMATE-GUITAR  
Every Rose Has Its Thorn  
Forget You  
Hey Jude  
Hurt So Good  
I Feel the Earth Move  
Jackson  
Kokomo  
The Lazy Song  
Let It Be  
Love Shack  
Lucky  
Mony  
Pour Some Sugar on Me  
Who’ll Stop the Rain?  
You’re Beautiful  
and more.  
00702617  

$24.99  

GUITAR CHORD SONGBOOKS - ULTIMATE-WEDDING  
Endless Love  
Have I Told You Lately  
Longer  
The Lord’s Prayer  
Through the Years  
 Truly  
We’ve Only Just Begun  
When You Say Nothing at All  
You Are the Sunshine of My Life  
You Light Up My Life  
You Raise Me Up  
and more.  
00701085  

$14.99  
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HAL LEONARD GUITAR METHOD

HAL LEONARD GUITAR METHOD BOOK 1
The Hal Leonard Guitar Method is designed for anyone just learning to play acoustic or electric guitar. It is based on years of teaching guitar students of all ages, and it also reflects some of the best guitar teaching ideas from around the world.
00699010 Book/CD Pack $6.99

ACOUSTIC GUITAR METHOD
00697347 Book $16.95

BLUEGRASS GUITAR METHOD
00697405 Book $16.99

BLUES GUITAR METHOD
00697326 Book $16.99

CHRISTIAN GUITAR METHOD
00695947 Book $12.99

CLASSICAL GUITAR METHOD
00697376 Book $14.99

COUNTRY GUITAR METHOD
00697337 Book $22.99

FINGERSTYLE GUITAR METHOD
00697378 Book $17.99

FLAMENCO GUITAR METHOD
00697363 Book $14.99

FOLK GUITAR METHOD
00697414 Book $14.99

JAZZ GUITAR METHOD
00695359 Book $19.99

JAZZ-ROCK FUSION METHOD
00697387 Book $19.99

ROCK GUITAR METHOD
00697319 Book $16.95

ROCKABILLY GUITAR METHOD
00697407 Book $16.99

R&B GUITAR METHOD
00697356 Book $14.95

HAL LEONARD GUITAR TAB METHOD

HAL LEONARD GUITAR TAB METHOD
This is the guitar method students and teachers have been waiting for. Learn single notes with riffs like “Day Tripper” and “Crazy Train,” power chords with classics by AC/DC and the Who, strumming with songs from Neil Young and Nirvana, and much more.
00697411 Book/CD Pack $12.99

HAL LEONARD GUITAR TAB METHOD SONGBOOK 1
All the Small Things • Breaking the Law • Caliﬁnication • Come Together • Free Fallin’ • Lick It Up • Pork and Beans • Smells Like Teen Spirit • 21 Guns • You Really Got Me
00695604 Book/CD Pack $12.99

HAL LEONARD GUITAR TAB METHOD – BOOK 2
Picks up where Book One leaves off. Learn notes up the fretboard with riffs like “Purple Haze” and “Sunshine Of Your Love;” lead guitar licks from Stevie Ray Vaughan and Eric Clapton, more chords with songs by the Beatles and Bob Dylan, and much more.
00695616 Book/CD Pack $12.99

HAL LEONARD GUITAR TAB METHOD SONGBOOK 2
Born under a Bad Sign • Brain Stew • Fortunate Son • I Won’t Back Down • Lithium • Mr. Jones • Rebel “Rouser” • Rolling in the Deep • Use Somebody • The Zoo
00695655 Book/CD Pack $12.99

HAL LEONARD GUITAR TAB METHOD – BOOKS 1 & 2 COMBO EDITION
This special Combo Edition includes Books 1 and 2 of the series, two audio CDs, plus tons of bonus material! Perfect for both acoustic and electric players.
00696633 Book/CD Pack $24.99

HAL LEONARD BASS TAB METHOD
The method’s unique, well-paced, and logical teaching sequence will get you playing more easily than ever before, and music from popular artists like the Beatles, Nirvana, and Green Day will keep you playing.
00113068 Book/CD Pack $12.99
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ALLEN GRUITAR TAB METHOD

Check our site for the full roster!

21ST CENTURY GUITAR METHOD 1 COMPLETE EDITION
Combines the complete 21st Century Guitar Method 1 with two of its most popular supplementary volumes: Guitar Theory 1 and Guitar Song Trax 1. A CD containing all the music examples and complete instruction is included.
00701382 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

ACOUSTIC GUITAR FINGERSTYLE METHOD
Whether you’re a first-time finger stylist who’s studying with a teacher or on your own, The Acoustic Guitar Fingerstyle Method gives you the detailed, comprehensive instruction you need to improve your skills.
00331948 Book/2-CD Pack $24.99

THE ACOUSTIC GUITAR FINGERSTYLE METHOD
In this third volume from the Acoustic Guitar Method series for beginning guitarists, you’ll learn some new alternating bass strums with a swing feel, discover some new bass notes to play, and take on the essential fingerpicking technique known as Travis picking.
00695666 Book/CD Pack...$9.95

ALFRED’S BASIC GUITAR METHOD – COMPLETE
Written in standard notation, it guides you through the basics of playing the guitar using rock, blues, country and folk music. In addition, techniques such as bending, sliding, hammer-on and pull-off are included.
00701307 Book/CD Pack...$16.99

BASICS 1 – THE WOLF MARSHALL GUITAR METHOD
You’ll learn exciting power chords, strum patterns, riffs, guitar techniques like muting and string bending, and 12 bar blues progression. All presented with contemporary music examples and figures.
00897221 Book/CD Pack...$14.95

HOUSE OF BLUES ELECTRIC GUITAR COURSE
The instruction with world renowned guitarist John McCarthy takes you through the basics. You start by learning the parts of the guitar, proper hand position, tuning, essential chords and scales, lead patterns, practice tips, rhythm techniques and exercises to build hand coordination.
14041783 Book/2-DVD Pack $29.99

LED ZEPPELIN GUITAR METHOD
The first method to feature Led Zeppelin songs, teaches you everything you need to know to get started playing – even if you have never touched a guitar before.
00704142 Book/CD Pack...$24.99

MEL BAY’S MODERN GUITAR METHOD BOOK
This comprehensive spiral-bound volume doubles the quantity of studies and solos presented in the original edition. Every new concept is reinforced by numerous pages of fresh study material.
00701578 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

MODERN METHOD FOR GUITAR – VOLUME 1
This DVD-ROM version of A Modern Method for Guitar, Volume 1 is the most comprehensive guitar method DVD-ROM on the market. You will be guided through 14 complete lessons with Larry Baione, chair of Berklee’s guitar department.
50448066 DVD-ROM...$29.95

PLAY GUITAR TODAY! BEGINNER’S PACK
Now you can get the Level 1 Book/CD Pack packaged with the corresponding DVD. It’s the perfect pack for anyone who wants to teach themselves! It covers all the basics you need to start making music.
00699544 Level 1 Book/CD + DVD...$19.95

FASTTRACK GUITAR METHOD – BOOK 1
For electric or acoustic guitar – or both! Teaches music notation, tablature, Full chords and power chords, riffs, licks, and scales, and rock and blues styles. Method Book 1 includes 73 songs and examples.
00697282 Book/CD Pack...$7.99

THE ROCK HOUSE METHOD: LEARN GUITAR 1
Learn scales, riffs and the basics of lead guitar. From theory to complete songs, everything you need to play acoustic or electric guitar is here for you. This comprehensive book is a great place to start your musical journey! Includes an MP3 CD.
14041754 Book/CD Pack...$17.99

GUITAR FOR GIRLS
This fun and easy-to-use book/CD pack covers guitar basics, tuning, basic chords, strumming techniques, chord alternatives, power chords, tab, single-string picking, palm muting, using a capo, creative songwriting ideas, and more!
00696578 Book/CD Pack...$15.95

THE HAPPY TRAUM GUITAR METHOD
Happy Traum, one of the world’s best-known guitar teachers, demystifies the guitar fretboard and brings it into focus for learning players. He starts at the very beginning, providing the essential knowledge needed to become a better guitarist.
00842121 Book/CD Pack...$19.95

ESSENTIAL ELEMENTS FOR GUITAR – BOOK 1
Take your guitar teaching to a new level! This method features cross-curricular activities, quizzes, multicultural songs, basic improvisation and more. Covers getting started; basic music theory; guitar chords; notes on each string; ensemble playing; and more!
00862639 Book/CD Pack...$17.99
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GUITAR LESSONS GOLDMINE BOOK/CDS
Great instructional books with 100 individual lessons in each, along with 2 CDs of demo tracks.

100 ACOUSTIC LESSONS
A huge variety of acoustic guitar styles and techniques are covered, including: strumming techniques, basic to advanced chords, chord embellishments, basic to advanced fingerstyle, alternate tuning, hybrid picking, Carter style, percussive techniques, Travis picking, block-chord style, fingerstyle arranging, and much more!
00696456 $24.99

100 COUNTRY LESSONS
A huge variety of country guitar styles and techniques are covered, including: open-chord licks, rhythm techniques, pentatonic scales, arpeggios, double-stop licks, triple-stop licks, standard bends, pedal-steel bends, Travis picking, fingerstyle country, chord embellishments, and more!
00696455 $24.99

100 JAZZ LESSONS
A huge variety of jazz guitar styles and techniques are covered, including: modes, arpeggios, basic comping, blues comping, turnaround improvisation, chord tones, tritone substitution, scale sequences, pentatonics, sus chords, polyphonic harmony, and more!
00696454 $24.99

100 ROCK LESSONS
A huge variety of rock guitar styles and techniques are covered, including: vibrato, string bending, string skipping, tapping, shred techniques, soloing approaches, exotic scales, rockabilly guitar, surf guitar, southern rock, and much more!
00696453 $24.99

100 BLUES LESSONS
A huge variety of blues guitar styles and techniques are covered, including: turnarounds, hammer-ons and pull-offs, slides, the blues scale, 12-bar blues, double stops, muting techniques, hybrid picking, fingerstyle blues, and much more!
00696452 $24.99

GUITAR LICKS GOLDMINE DVDS
Nearly 4 hours of instruction and 200 licks are taught on each DVD!

200 BLUES LICKS
Jam-packed with tasty lead lines, phrases, and riffs personally taught to you by guitarists John Heussenstamm, Johnny Moeller, and Bill Stone. From early blues to modern, each lick includes a walk-through explanation and note-for-note on-screen tab.
00320929 $24.99

200 ROCK LICKS
Packed with killer lead lines, phrases, and riffs personally taught to you by guitarists Greg Harrison, Matthew Schroeder, and Troy Stetina. From classic rock to modern metal, each lick includes: a walk-through explanation; note-for-note on-screen tab; and slow-speed performance demos.
00320930 $24.99

200 JAZZ LICKS
This DVD is jam-packed with tasty jazz lines, phrases, and improvisational ideas personally taught to you by professional guitarists John Heussenstamm, Don Linke, Paul Silbergleit, and Bill Stone. From traditional to modern jazz.
00320931 $24.99

200 COUNTRY LICKS
This fantastic collection features country lead lines, phrases, and riffs thoughtfully presented by pro guitarists John Heussenstamm, Josh Toal, and Chad Johnson. Each and every authentic lick includes a walk-through explanation and note-for-note, on-screen tab.
00320932 $24.99

200 ACOUSTIC LICKS
With four hours of content, this DVD is jam-packed with lead lines, phrases, and riffs personally taught to you by professional guitarists Matthew Schroeder, Ben Woolman, Peter Roller, and Colin O'Brien.
00320933 $24.99
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Series</th>
<th>Instructional Book/CD packs that teach the main riffs, licks, and solos from your favorite tunes.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AC/DC</td>
<td>Back in Black • Dirty Deeds Done Dirt Cheap • Girls Got Rhythm • Have a Drink on Me • Hells Bells • Highway to Hell • The Jack • Moneytalks • Thunderstruck • T.N.T. • Whole Lotta Rosie • You Shook Me All Night Long.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duane Allman</td>
<td>Blue Sky • Dreams I’ll Never See • In Memory of Elizabeth Reed • It’s Not My Cross to Bear • Layla • Leave My Blues at Home • Little Martha • Mountain Jam • Trouble No More • Whipping Post • You Don’t Love Me.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avenged Sevenfold</td>
<td>Take an in-depth look at the riffs &amp; solos of these metalcore masters! You’ll learn to play 12 of A7X’s hits with this book/CD pack featuring instruction and demo tracks to assist you.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Beck</td>
<td>Ten songs are analyzed, including: Beck’s Bolero • Big Block • Cause We’ve Ended as Lovers • A Day in the Life • El Becco • Freeway Jam • Goodbye Pork Pie Hat • Led Boots • Over Under Sideways Down • Rock My Plimsoul.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bon Jovi</td>
<td>Bad Medicine • Born to Be My Baby • Have a Nice Day • In and Out of Love • It’s My Life • Keep the Faith • Lay Your Hands on Me • Livin’ on a Prayer • Runaway • Wanted Dead or Alive • You Give Love a Bad Name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creedence Clearwater Revival</td>
<td>12 of CCR’s biggest hits, including: Bad Moon Rising • Born on the Bayou • Down on the Corner • Fortunate Son • Green River • Lodi • Lookin’ Out My Back Door • Proud Mary • Who’ll Stop the Rain • and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fleetwood Mac</td>
<td>Albatross • Black Magic Woman • Don’t Stop • Dreams • Gold Dust Woman • The Green Maniac • Landslide • Oh Well Part 1 • Over My Head • Rhiannon • Say You Love Me • You Make Lovin’ Fun.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Lee Hooker</td>
<td>Blues Before Sunrise • Boogie Chillen No. 2 • Boom Boom • Bottle Up and Go • Catfish Blues • Dimples • Hoogie Boogie • It Serves Me Right to Suffer • Mama, You Got a Daughter • Wednesday Evening Blues.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lynyrd Skynyrd</td>
<td>15 tunes: Don’t Ask Me No Questions • Free Bird • Gimme Three Steps • Saturday Night Special • Sweet Home Alabama • What’s Your Name • and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Paisley</td>
<td>Alcohol • Cluster Pluck • Huckleberry Jam • I’m Gonna Miss Her • Mr. Policeman • Mud on the Tires • The Nervous Breakdown • Online • Start a Band • Ticks • Time Warp • The World.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Petty</td>
<td>American Girl • Breakdown • Don’t Do Me Like That • Free Fallin’ • I Won’t Back Down • Into the Great Wide Open • Learning to Fly • Mary Jane’s Last Dance • Refugee • Runnin’ Down a Dream • You Don’t Know How ItFeels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steely Dan</td>
<td>Examines the key riffs and licks from: Black Friday • Both Sides • Don’t Take Me Alive • FM • Gaucho • Hey Nineteen • Josie • Kids Charlemagne • My Old School • Peg • Pretzel Logic • Reeling in the Years • Time Out of Mind.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robin Trower</td>
<td>This book/CD provides an in-depth look at his powerful, soulful playing by exploring his most famous licks including: Bridge of Sighs • Daydream • I Can’t Stand It • Little Bit of Sympathy • Living Out of Time • Too Rolling Stoned • and more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnny Winter</td>
<td>Bad Luck Situation • Bladie Mae • Highway 61 Revisited • It Was Raining • Leland Mississippi • Mean Town Blues • Rock and Roll • Hoochie Koo • Rock Me Baby • Still Alive and Well • TV Mama.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil Young – Greatest Hits</td>
<td>After the Gold Rush • Cinnamon Girl • Comes a Time • Cowgirl in the Sand • Down by the River • Harvest Moon • Heart of Gold • Helpless • Hey Hey, My My • Like a Hurricane • The Needle and the Damage Done • Ohio • Old Man • Southern Man.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Visit www.musicdispatch.com or call toll free 1-800-637-2852 to order today!
### TUNINGS, CHORDS, TECHNIQUES

#### ALTERNATE TUNINGS FOR GUITAR
This bonus pack includes the book Alternate Tunings for Guitar by Richard Maloof which will help you create a variety of new chord & note voicings, emulate the feel of other instruments, make slide guitar easier, and just plain blaze new trails with alternate tunings! 00001531 Book/DVD Pack $14.99

#### ARPEGGIOS
No music reading is required, as each arpeggio is shown in diagram form. Ideal for beginners seeking a well-organized, easy-to-follow guide and for consummate professionals who need a reference of arpeggios for every possible musical situation. 02500125----------$14.99

#### ARPEGGIOS FOR THE MODERN GUITARIST
Using this no-nonsense book/CD pack, guitarist will learn to apply and execute all types of arpeggio forms using a variety of techniques, including alternate picking, sweep picking, tapping, string skipping, and legato. 00695862 Book/CD Pack $17.95

#### ARTFUL ARPEGGIOS
With this pack, players will learn: arpeggio fingerings; major, minor, dominant and altered dominant sounds; bi-tonal arpeggios; arpeggios from major, minor, melodic minor and harmonic minor scales; and much more! 00695585 Book/CD Pack $15.95

#### BARRE CHORDS
This beginner’s guide teaches you the chord progressions behind many great pop and rock hits, from The Beatles and the Beach Boys to Maroon5 and the Foo Fighters. Comes with an audio CD with tracks for all the songs in the book. 00697406 Book/CD Pack $14.99

#### BEBOP LICKS FOR GUITAR
Written for the musician who is interested in acquiring a firm foundation for playing jazz, this book/CD pack examines the phrases of the masters! Over 80 licks are provided in the styles of Tal Farlow, Wes Montgomery, Joe Pass, Johnny Smith, and other jazz guitar greats! 00695656 Book/CD Pack $19.95

#### THE CAPO
This cool pack has everything you need to get started, including a high-quality Kyser capo and a demo CD. The book will teach you how to find keys to fit your voice, play with other guitarists, and all the other basics, and introduce you to the world of partial capos. 00695964 Book/CD/ Capa Pack $14.95

#### CHOPS BUILDER FOR GUITAR
Topics covered include: alternate picking, economy picking, sweep picking, classical, legato, tapping and more. Each technique is isolated, then applied to a range of musical styles: rock, jazz/fusion, blues, country, folk, metal and more. 00697339 Book/CD Pack $14.95

#### CHORD PROGRESSIONS FOR GUITAR
This “private lesson” with MI instructor Tom Kolb is a guide to the most essential chords, rhythms and strumming patterns for a huge variety of musical styles: rock, blues, jazz, country, folk, R&B, funk, soul, Latin jazz, fusion, ska, reggae and gospel! 00695964 Book/CD Pack $17.95

#### CHORD TONE SOLOING
Learn how the professionals create monster solos with this easy-to-use book/CD pack! The accompanying CD includes 68 tracks of exercises, licks, solo examples, and play-along. 00695855 Book/CD Pack $24.99

#### CHORD—MELODY GUITAR
It includes in-depth studies of chords and chord melodies as well as a CD containing 90 demonstration tracks. Lessons include: the five patterns; chord shells; inversions; voice leading; cadences; diminished chords; and more. 00695646 Book/CD Pack $17.99

#### GUITAR AEROBICS
From the former editor of Guitar One magazine, here is a daily dose of vitamins to keep your chops fine tuned! Techniques taught include alternate picking, arpeggios, sweep picking, string skipping, legato, string bending, and rhythm guitar. 00695946 Book/CD Pack $19.99

#### GUITAR CLUES
Join guitar master Greg Koch as he clues you in to a wide variety of valuable pentatonic scale applications. Whether you’re new to improvising or have been doing it for a while, this book/CD pack will provide loads of delicious licks and tricks that you can use right away. 00695827 Book/CD Pack $19.95

#### GUITAR FRETBOARD WORKBOOK
Navigate the guitar neck better than ever before with this easy-to-use book! Designed from Musicians Institute core curriculum programs, it covers essential concepts for players of every level, acoustic or electric. 00695712 $19.99

#### THE GUITAR GRIMOIRE
Here’s the first book in this respected series to address the needs of novices who want to play right away, without lessons or reading music and tab. The Wizard presents 4+ hours of video instruction on two DVDs, with a supplementary book. 00693635 Book/$2-DVD Pack $17.99
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Tunings, Chord Techniques

Author Adam Kadmon explains which scales are compatible with chord voicings, shown in both standard notation and tablature. If you want to understand the fundamentals of music like never before, this is the book for you.

00118186 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

Guitarist’s Guide to Scales Over Chords

Examines how scales and chords are closely linked and how this relationship is key to crafting memorable, intelligent solos. If you’ve been stuck in a pentatonic rut, or you feel that you’re constantly relying on the same old patterns, this is the book for you!

00693637 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

Open the door to a whole new guitar universe with this book/CD pack. You’ll discover how to navigate the fretboard in all tunings, how to cultivate new composing and improvising concepts, and how to broaden your fingerstyle skills and techniques.

00695787 Book/CD Pack...$19.95

Alternate Tunings

Open the door to a whole new guitar universe with this book/CD pack. You’ll discover how to navigate the fretboard in all tunings, how to cultivate new composing and improvising concepts, and how to broaden your fingerstyle skills and techniques.

00695787 Book/CD Pack...$19.95

The Guitar Grimoire – Intervalle Study of Scales

Another book in the popular Guitar Grimoire series, devoted to the notated intervale study of scales. From the best selling series.

00700785 Book...$24.99

The Guitar Grimoire – Scales and Modes

The most comprehensive book ever written on scales and modes, with over 6,000 diagrams and charts. From the best selling series.

00695700 Book/CD Pack...$17.95

Guitar Tapping

This book/CD pack is a hands-on guide to the tapping techniques used by Eddie Van Halen, Steve Vai, Joe Satriani, Michael Hedges, Jeff Watson, Vito Bratta, Jennifer Batton, Stanley Jordan and other top guitarists.

00695700 Book/CD Pack...$17.95

Another book in the popular Guitar Grimoire series, devoted to the notated intervale study of scales. From the best selling series.

00700785 Book...$24.99

This book and CD pack will provide you with loads of fretboard diagrams, fun playing examples, and practical music applications to help you navigate through a variety of tunings – from Double Drop D to DADGAD and beyond.

00696012 Book/CD Pack...$19.95

Power Chords

Learn to master rock’s most tried-and-true sound: the power chord. With just a few different power chord shapes, you can rock through hundreds of songs – from death metal, to rockabilly, to grunge and beyond.

00695745 Book/CD Pack...$14.95

Rhythm Guitar

A comprehensive source for learning rhythm guitar in a variety of musical styles. It covers: open chords, barre chords, and other movable shapes; strumming, fingerstyle, flatpicking and arpeggiation; common progressions and more.

00114559 Book/CD Pack...$24.99

Technique Exercises for Guitar

Home your precision, endurance, dexterity, and synchronization skills with loads of interesting exercises to learn and practice. The accompanying CD contains 81 demonstration tracks of all the exercises in the book.

00695913 Book/CD Pack...$15.99

Ultimate Guitar Technique

From bends and picking styles to multi-finger tapping and animal sounds, this book/CD pack contains loads of guitar techniques to learn and master. Hone your skills with chop-building exercises, and use the demo CD to master every technique in the book.

00695863 Book/CD Pack...$22.99

Playing the Changes: Guitar

Effective improvisation can add fun and individuality to guitar performances. This book presents a unique improvisation strategy based on ear training and a linear interpretation of note/chord relationships.

50449509 Book/CD Pack...$17.95

Solos Strategies for Guitar

Expand your improvisational horizons with this incredible resource for all guitarists! Solos Strategies for Guitar explores a variety of improvisational concepts and techniques, backed up with fingerpicking patterns, exercises, and lick examples galore.

00695983 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

The Grimoire Guide to Composing

This book presents examples galore.

$19.99

The TAO of Tunings

This book and CD pack will provide you with loads of fretboard diagrams, fun playing examples, and practical music applications to help you navigate through a variety of tunings – from Double Drop D to DADGAD and beyond.

00696012 Book/CD Pack...$19.95

Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic Patterns for Guitar

This book is a condensed, made-for-guitar version of Nicolas Slominisky’s publication Thesaurus of Scales and Melodic Patterns – the book that musicians as diverse as John Coltrane and Frank Zappa used for ideas and inspiration.

14037720 Book/2-CD Pack...$24.99

Get the full roster at musicdispatch.com
ESSENTIAL ROCK GUITAR TECHNIQUES
If you’re tired of faking through your favorite rock songs because you’ve always neglected to learn that one special technique, you need this book. Stop skipping over the intricate details and start sounding like a seasoned professional!
06965377 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

FRETBOARD FREEDOM
This revolutionary approach to chord-tone soloing features a 52-week, one-lick-per-day method for visualizing and navigating the neck of the guitar. Rock, metal, blues, jazz, country, R&B and funk are covered.
0696612 Book/CD Pack...$24.99

GUITAR GUMBO
Discover a variety of guitar playing topics with internationally renowned clinician and instructor Greg Koch! Learn warm-ups, picking, sweeps, music theory, and more – in blues, country & rock styles. The CD contains 81 demonstration tracks.
06965382 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

GUITAR SECRETS
Taken from the pages of Guitar magazine, this book is devoted to the inner workings of the six-string. Each of the 42 columns highlights a specific topic, ranging from the technical to the philosophical.
02501630 Book/CD Pack...$12.99

KIRK HAMMETT’S THE SOUND AND THE FURY
In 1993, Guitar World introduced a column called “The Sound & the Fury,” penned by Metallica’s master of metal guitar himself, Kirk Hammett. This book combines all of Kirk’s columns into one volume, with an accompanying CD of demos played by Nick Bowcott.
02500721 Book/CD Pack...$22.99

BOOK OF JOHN
Lesson topics from John 5 include: arpeggio licks, flamenco fingerpicking, string skipping, speed picking, country sounds, tapping, infusing techniques, hybrid picking, exotic and outside sounds, more!
06964145 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

LEAD GUITAR SECRETS
Learn the fine art of lead guitar soloing from the ground up with Lead Guitar Secrets. This well-paced, methodical workbook focuses on the essential components of great guitar solos without the typical deluge of dry music theory instruction.
0696470 Book/CD Pack $19.99

DAVE MARTONE’S SERIOUS SHRED – ADVANCED SCALES
Learn about connecting boxes, modes, blues scales, modal interchange, and creative ways to use pentatonic scales. Martone provides exercises that span the entire fretboard for every scale covered. The DVD features live demonstrations by Martone.
00703350 Book/DVD Pack...$16.99

MODES DEMYSTIFIED
Unlock the secrets to turn scales and modes into amazing solos! Designed for all skill levels by guitarist John McCarthy, this program starts with learning major scale theory and how to play the major scale in every key, positions of the seven note scale across the neck.
14041633 Book/2-DVD Pack...$29.99

ROCKIN’ BLUES LICKS
Rockin’ Blues Licks gives you more than 50 cool licks that sound great over each portion of the blues progression. They are presented in two-measure chunks, so you can enrich your blues vocabulary and assemble your own solos with actual licks as played by 15 greats.
02501760 Book/CD Pack...$14.99

JOE SATRIANI – GUITAR SECRETS
Learn guitar tips, tricks and secrets with this collection of private lessons from Satriani’s famous columns from Guitar for the Practicing Musician magazine. Host Dave Celentano covers: chords, scales & modes, tunings, theory, technique, harmonics, soloing and much more!
03501684 Book/CD Pack...$16.99

SHRED GUITAR
Learn the lead techniques of shred masters Yngwie Malmsteen, Eddie Van Halen, dimebag Darrell, John 5 and Paul Gilbert with warm-ups; practice techniques; speed development; three-note-per-string scales; sweep, economy and hybrid picking; string skipping; tapping and much more!
06965977 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

SHREDDING THE COMPOSERS
This collection of 10 classical masterpieces for shred guitar provides theoretical analysis to help you apply what you learn to your own compositions and soloing. Every piece features innovative techniques to shred new light on these timeless compositions.
00120988 Book/CD Pack...$16.99

STYLISTIC HISTORY OF HEAVY METAL GUITAR
Covering the late 1960s through the bands of today, you’ll learn all about these metal subgenres: British, hard-core, speed, neo-classical, death, progressive, industrial, alternative, nu, metalcore and more.
02500837 Book/CD Pack...$17.99

STEVE VAI’S GUITAR WORKOUT
In this book, Steve Vai reveals his path to virtuoso enlightenment with two challenging guitar workouts – one 10-hour and one 30-hour – which include scale and chord exercises, ear training, sight-reading, music theory, and much more.
00119643..........................$14.99
ROCK GUITAR INSTRUCTION DVDS

Our latest releases and best sellers!

THE AEOLIAN MODE
Learn to improvise, compose and recognize modal music. Also includes a guitar jam track and licks in the style of Michael Schenker. Lessons by Danny Gill. 00393191 $18.99

ALTERED TUNINGS AND TECHNIQUES FOR MODERN METAL GUITAR
Learn the most popular altered tunings in metal guitar – E Standard, Drop C, Drop D, D Standard, Drop C, C Standard and B Standard – all while playing licks, riffs and chords in the styles of Metallica, Megadeth, Pantera, and many others! 02501457 $16.99

TONY BOLAN – METAL PRIMER
Tommy Bolan demonstrates licks and tricks to get your fingers shredding across your fretboard now! Learn the step by step patterns and details to many of Tommy’s favorite techniques and complete breakdowns of Tommy’s live and in-studio gear. 00121998 $19.99

FAST SOUTHERN ROCK – QUICK LICKS
Learn metal licks in the style of Zakk Wylde. Also includes jam track. Andy James is a well-respected guitarist and teacher whose influences include Greg Howe, Paul Gilbert, Tony MacAlpine and Zakk Wylde. 00393106 $19.95

PAGE HAMILTON – SONIC SHAPES
Rock guitar innovator Page Hamilton, founder of the groundbreaking hard rock band Helmet, provides detailed demos of his approach to chords, applying unusual scales in a rock context; more. 00320707 $29.99

HEAVY METAL – QUICK LICKS
Learn killer licks in the style of Kirk Hammett, Metallica’s lead guitarist and songwriter! Also includes a guitar jam track. Lessons by Andy James. Each Quick Licks DVD includes an arsenal of licks to add to your repertoire, plus backing tracks to practice. 00393122 $19.95

JOHN 5 – THE DEVIL KNOWS MY NAME
This DVD has been called the most shocking guitar instruction and performance DVD of all time! John 5 will take a journey into his twisted mind, and you will also learn some of the techniques that have set him apart from guitar players everywhere. 00320504 $34.95

ERIC JOHNSON – THE ART OF GUITAR
Eric covers his unique perspectives on improvisation, chords, lead guitar, songwriting, and much more. The second part of the DVD features a full-band performance as Eric and band take you on a musical journey through eight never-heard-before songs. 00320499 $34.95

KILLER PENATONICS FOR GUITAR
Guitar instructor Dave Celentano covers: the five position patterns for the pentatonic scale; sequenc- es, connecting the scale patterns; string skipping; two-hand tapping pentatonics; a complete pentaton- ic solo played over backing tracks; and rhythm backing tracks. 00001006 $19.99

GEORGE LYNCH – SCARY LICKS
Join one of the most revered rock guitarists of all time as he shows you the tricks and concepts behind his incredible lead playing. From Dokken to Lynch Mob to Souls of We, George Lynch will teach you how to play his most killer licks! 00320711 $29.95

TONY MACALPINE – SHRED GUITAR
He teaches how to hone your skills through live performances and demos, and speed picking using his “economy of motion” technique to create powerful riffs. He also covers using slapping, hammer-ons and pull-offs to create intense new sounds. 00320883 $19.99

LEAD GUITAR WITH WOLF MARSHALL
He covers: Swing Jazz, Early Electric Blues, Classic Rock & Roll, Modern Rock and Metal, Post-Modern Blues, Post-Modern Jazz and many other styles and players, with demos and tips for each. 00320396 $19.95

MASTERING THE MODES FOR THE ROCK GUITARIST
Learn the seven modes, all while playing chords and solos in the styles of the Allman Brothers, The Beatles, Boston, Clapton, Tony Iommi, Judas Priest, Jimmy Page, Slash and others! Includes detailed instructions on common chords, and scale patterns for each mode. 00320449 $19.99

ROCK GUITAR HEROICS
In this instructional guitar DVD, Marcus Henderson teaches loads of valuable techniques, tips, exercises, and insights into the world of rock guitar. From blues to rock to metal and beyond, it’s time for you to become the next guitar hero. 00320663 $29.99

TROY STETINA – THE SOUND AND THE STORY
Go inside the mind of one of the most accomplished guitar instructors in history. Troy Stetina unveils hundreds of key insights to mastering the electric guitar. 00321271 $39.95
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BLUES GUITAR INSTRUCTION BOOKS

Our latest releases and best sellers!

BLUES BY THE BAR
This book/CD master class gives you over 70 cool riffs that sound great over each portion of the blues progression. Includes complete solos, plus jam tracks for an uptempo shuffle and a slow blues, featuring Buzz. See the latest releases and best sellers!
02501549 Book/CD Pack...$12.99

BLUES DELUXE
Not only does this deluxe edition provide accurate transcriptions of ten blues classics plus performance notes and artist bios, it also includes a CD with the original Alligator Records recordings of every song!
00699918 Book/CD Pack...$24.99

BLUES GUITAR LESSON ANTHOLOGY
This book/CD pack provides time-tested lessons covering rhythms, leads, slide, fingerstyle, shuffles, boogies and so much more. You go straight to the meat & potatoes of blues playing with tried & true phrases that you’ve heard on countless songs by the biggest blues legends. It includes transcriptions from 13 Alligator Records recordings with all the technical tools necessary for playing 12-bar blues with authority. You’ll learn blues styles like Chicago, minor, slow, bebop, and more.
02501553 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

BLUES JAM
Bring your local blues jam session home! These essential blues rhythm grooves feature a professional rhythm section and are perfect for guitar, harmonica, keyboard, saxophone and trumpet players to hone their soloing skills.
0311449 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

BLUES RHYTHM GUITAR
You’ll learn the crucial elements of the style that no guitarist should be without, including blues changes and variations, several shuffle rhythms, slow and fast blues rhythms, how to combine different rhythm parts, and much more.
00895131 Book/CD Pack...$19.95

BLUES RHYTHMS YOU CAN USE
Focuses on developing rhythm playing chops via 21 lessons covering a variety of blues styles and techniques, including basic theory and blues rhythms, major and minor blues; 8th, 16th and triplet rhythms; funky blues; jump blues; blues rock; and more.
00696038 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

JOE BONAMASSA LEGENDARY LICKS
This package teaches 13 of Bonamassa’s best: The Ballad of John Henry • Blues Deluxe • Bridge to Better Days • Dirt in My Pocket • Headaches Were Nickels • Man of Many Words • My Mistake • Pain and Sorrows • Revenge of the 10 Gallon Hat • more. It includes transcriptions from 13 of his songs; detailed performance notes on how to play licks, fills, riffs and solos. Songs include: Banks of the Deep End • Beautifully Broken • Man in Motion • Rocking Horse • Statesboro Blues • Tornado Shuffle • and more.
02501654 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

WARREN HAYNES LEGENDARY LICKS
It includes transcriptions from 13 of his songs; detailed performance notes on how to play licks, fills, riffs and solos. Songs include: Banks of the Deep End • Beautifully Broken • Man in Motion • Rocking Horse • Statesboro Blues • Tornado Shuffle • and more.
02501700 Book/CD Pack...$24.99

LEARN BLUES/ROCK SOLOING WITH THE MASTERS
Become a better player by studying the authentic licks of Albert King, B.B. King, Eric Clapton, Stevie Ray Vaughan, and Joe Bonamassa. This book/CD pack puts you on the path to learning licks, tricks and techniques, working your way towards the ultimate goal of building stronger solos.
02501553 Book/CD Pack...$16.99

75 BLUES TURNAROUNDS
75 turnarounds over common chord progressions and in a variety of styles, including those of blues guitar greats like Albert King, Johnny Winter, Mike Bloomfield, Duane Allman, Jeff Beck, and others.
02501043 Book/CD Pack...$12.99

SMOKIN’ BLUES GUITAR
Smokin’ Joe Kubek and acclaimed author Dave Rubin have teamed up to create this one-of-a-kind DVD/book bundle, featuring a high-definition DVD with Smokin’ Joe himself demonstrating loads of electric blues licks, riffs, concepts, and techniques straight from his arsenal.
00696469 Book/DVD Pack...$24.99

12-BAR BLUES – ALL-IN-ONE COMBO PACK
This book/DVD package is solely devoted to providing you with all the technical tools necessary for playing 12-bar blues with authority. You’ll learn blues styles like Chicago, minor, slow, bebop, and more.
00696494 Book/DVD Pack...$24.99

25 GREAT BLUES GUITAR SOLOS
Take an inside look at the genesis of blues guitar. This book and CD compendium provides solo transcriptions in standard notation and tablature, lessons on how to play them, guitarist biographies, equipment, photos, history, and much more.
00696970 Book/CD Pack...$22.99

2000 BLUES LICKS THAT ROCK!
The 2,000 licks in this book are organized into 36 chapters. These chapters explore the different pitches, rhythms, techniques, and methods of phrasing found in blues and blues-influenced guitar solos and fills.
00199377 Book/3-CD Pack...$35.99

JOHNNY WINTER PLAYS THE BLUES
An insider’s guide to the guitar style of Johnny Winter. You’ll learn blues licks, riffs, turnarounds, and solos from the master himself, plus slide technique, alternate tunings, and much more. The CD features performances by Johnny Winter on slide, and National Steel guitar.
02501389 Book/CD Pack...$19.99
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BLUES GUITAR INSTRUCTION DVDS

Blues Alchemy
This hands-on playing course guides the student through 10 distinct blues rhythm patterns and variations, 10 distinct solos and variations, plus dozens of extra blues licks and tricks of the trade.
00320848 $29.99

Blues by the Bar
100+ cool riffs that sound great over each portion of the blues progression. The riffs are presented in two-measure chunks so you can enrich your blues vocabulary and assemble your own solos with authentic riffs and licks as played by 15 of the all-time great blues masters. Includes three jam tracks!
02501477 $16.99

Blues Fingerpicking Freedom
TobyWalker’s enthusiasm is contagious on this follow-up to his first Homespun DVD. It’s even more densely packed with fingerpicking techniques, licks, songs, musical ideas - and just enough guitar theory to help novices move freely around the fingerboard.
00114426 $19.99

Blues Licks for Absolute Beginners
Over 140 authentic riffs and licks as played by bluesmasters such as Duane Allman, Dickey Betts, Eric Clapton, B.B. King, Stevie Ray Vaughan and more! Each is presented in two-measure chunks, organized by where they fall within a standard 12-bar blues progression.
02501146 $24.99

Joe Bonamassa
Joe Bonamassa reveals the playing techniques, tips and gear behind his blues-rock guitar style. Topics covered include: slide guitar, effects, amps & speakers, and more. Features the Fender Stratocaster and Telecaster, and Gibson guitars.
00320493 $29.95

Albert Cummings – Working Man Blues Guitar
Join blues guitar master Albert Cummings in this instructional DVD featuring on-screen tab and tons of great advice on learning blues guitar. Basic guitar licks and right-hand techniques plus informative tips on the art of creating music.
00320875 $19.99

Chris Duarte – Exploration
Duarte explains: practice routines • improving your sense of time • working with scales • adding “color” to solos • chord rhythms and solos • adding tension and release to solos • using musical equipment to get your own sound • tips on jamming and gigs.
00320459 $29.95

Electric Blues – Volumes 1 & 2
This 2 DVD set includes tutorials for blues scale positions, phrasing ideas, fast blues licks in the style of Gary Moore, Stevie Ray Vaughan, Eric Clapton et al., solo construction, blues runs, major/minor pentatonic combinations, string bending ideas, and much more.
00393305 $23.99

Essential Blues Guitar
This hour-long DVD teaches the “blues boxes” for solos; one-chord blues rhythm with lead fills; 12-bar blues chord progressions; turnarounds, solving; straight and shuffle rhythms; call and respond; and much more.
00001505 $19.99

Robben Ford – The Art of Blues Solos
You’ll learn dozens of Robben’s favorite phrases as he plays several tunes loaded with classic Ford riffs. Robben also answers questions about theory, style, recording, technique, influences and using altered scales.
00320845 $29.99

Learn & Master Blues Guitar
Explore your new skills with a real band in a variety of musical settings using the Jam-Along CD and DVD. This pack includes six DVDs of instruction, 1 jam-along DVD with a live blues band, 1 jam-along CD; artist interviews, 100+ page free downloadable lesson book, more.
00321119 *DVD1-CD Set $99.00

Matt Schofield – Blues Guitar Artistry
Matt personally teaches you the secrets behind his amazing tone and technique. Topics covered include: tone, tone production and technique; synthesizing your influences; extended chord voicings and blues harmony; more.
00320938 $29.99

Rick Vito – Complete Guide to Slide Guitar
In this DVD session, Rick gives his personal insights on achieving effective and powerful results in your slide playing. He covers a wide range of topics, which include his invaluable tips.
00320535 $19.95

Johnny Winter – Legendary Licks Guitar
Watch and learn as this Blues Foundation Hall of Famer demonstrates his signature guitar styles and techniques. He plays in the style of Chuck Berry, Muddy Waters and Jimmy Reed, demonstrating Texas shuffle and slow blues.
02501397 $29.99
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Brick
More Than a Feeling
full band backing tracks.
complete song rhythms with the finger picking. You will be playing song rhythms and the basics of patterns, major & minor scales, chord types (suspended, add9), basic riffs, licks, and songs. You'll be comfortable striking the strings and tab, and much more! 14001105 Book/2-CD Pack $29.95

A Participant's Guide to the Acoustic Guitar
The most complete and comprehensive guide to the acoustic guitar to date. This huge volume, with 2 CDs featuring 158 audio examples, covers everything you need to know to approach, master and enjoy the acoustic guitar to its full potential.
00696822 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

Jane Says
C
Lips of an Angel
D
Daughter
C

30 classic and current acoustic guitar hits to expand your technique and learn the style behind the songs. Covers: string slapping, body percussion, tapping, harmonics, alternate tunings, standard notation and tab, and more, with lots of exercises and full pieces to play! 00696643 Book/CD Pack $19.99

00695922 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

ACOUSTIC GUITAR CHORDS
Teaches: open chords, barre chords, seventh chords, other chord types (suspended, add9), open-string drone chords, full song examples, and more. You don't need to learn how to read music to play acoustic guitar.
00696484 Book/DVD Pack...$9.99

30 classic and current acoustic guitar hits to expand your technique and learn the style behind the songs. Covers: string slapping, body percussion, tapping, harmonics, alternate tunings, standard notation and tab, and more, with lots of exercises and full pieces to play! 00696643 Book/CD Pack $19.99

ACOUSTIC GUITAR INSTRUCTION BOOKS

FLATPICKING GUITAR BASICS
Explore the essential songs of bluegrass and country guitar. These ten lessons teach the basics of rhythm, from the classic boomer-chuck to bass runs and embellishments, as well as how to flatpick melodies and solos.
00696389 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

00696484 Book/DVD Pack...$9.99

ACOUSTIC ARTISTRY
Teaches: tapping basics, single line tapping, intervallic & polyphonic tapping, slapping basics, slapping lines, percussion basics, rudiments, additional techniques, compositional studies, standard notation and tab, and much more!
00695922 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

FINGERSTYLE JAZZ GUITAR ESSENTIALS
Learn the art of fingerstyle jazz guitar with these 12 insightful lessons. With chapters aimed at building chord vocabulary, separating bass and melody voices, and improvisation in the style of jazz guitar greats like Wes Montgomery and Joe Pass.
00119954 Book/2-CD Pack...$24.99

ACOUSTIC GUITAR CHORDS
Explore the essential songs of bluegrass and country guitar. These ten lessons teach the basics of rhythm, from the classic boomer-chuck to bass runs and embellishments, as well as how to flatpick melodies and solos.
00696389 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

20 Blues Acoustic Guitar Lessons
Learn the ins and outs of blues guitar with this collection of 20 lessons. Each lesson is taught by a different blues guitarist and covers the full range of blues styles.
00001330 Book/CD Pack...$16.99

00322447 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

ACOUSTIC ROCK RIFFS
30 classic and current acoustic guitar hits to expand your technique and learn the style behind the songs. Covers: string slapping, body percussion, tapping, harmonics, alternate tunings, standard notation and tab, and more, with lots of exercises and full pieces to play! 00696643 Book/CD Pack $19.99

ACOUSTIC ARTISTRY
Teaches: tapping basics, single line tapping, intervallic & polyphonic tapping, slapping basics, slapping lines, percussion basics, rudiments, additional techniques, compositional studies, standard notation and tab, and much more!
00695922 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

ACOUSTIC GUITAR BIBLE
The most complete and comprehensive guide to the acoustic guitar to date. This huge volume, with 2 CDs featuring 158 audio examples, covers everything you need to know to approach, master and enjoy the acoustic guitar to its full potential.
14001105 Book/2-CD Pack $29.95

100 TIPS FOR ACUSTIC GUITAR You should have been told
Tips you should have been told, from 50 of the world's greatest guitarists. From Joni Mitchell to Sheryl Crow, James Taylor to David Gray, this is the invaluable handbook you need to help you get the very best from your instrument.
00696484 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

100 TIPS FOR ACUSTIC GUITAR You should have been told
Tips you should have been told, from 50 of the world's greatest guitarists. From Joni Mitchell to Sheryl Crow, James Taylor to David Gray, this is the invaluable handbook you need to help you get the very best from your instrument.
14036717 Book/CD Pack...$24.95

ACOUSTIC ROCK RIFFS
30 classic and current acoustic guitar hits to expand your technique and learn the style behind the songs. Covers: string slapping, body percussion, tapping, harmonics, alternate tunings, standard notation and tab, and more, with lots of exercises and full pieces to play! 00696643 Book/CD Pack $19.99

ACOUSTIC ROCK RIFFS
30 classic and current acoustic guitar hits to expand your technique and learn the style behind the songs. Covers: string slapping, body percussion, tapping, harmonics, alternate tunings, standard notation and tab, and more, with lots of exercises and full pieces to play! 00696643 Book/CD Pack $19.99

ACOUSTIC ROCK RIFFS
30 classic and current acoustic guitar hits to expand your technique and learn the style behind the songs. Covers: string slapping, body percussion, tapping, harmonics, alternate tunings, standard notation and tab, and more, with lots of exercises and full pieces to play! 00696643 Book/CD Pack $19.99
ACOUSTIC GUITAR INSTRUCTION DVDS

ACCELERATE YOUR ACOUSTIC GUITAR PLAYING
This DVD offers exercises and demonstrations that can be applied to all levels and styles. These include: arpeggio exercises; right hand, left hand, and combinations; alternating bass and syncopation; classical, pop/rock, and jazz/Latin styles; drop D tuning exercises; and more.
00320586 $24.95

ACOUSTIC BLUES FOR ABSOLUTE BEGINNERS
This superb DVD includes a selection of easy-to-absorb lessons that are designed to teach the beginner guitarist some of the essential basics of blues guitar playing.
00114450 $19.99

ACOUSTIC BLUES GUITAR
Presents a combination of 3-key blues techniques for players who already know basic chords and have some experience with the guitar. Features straight blues in the key of A, ragtime blues in G, and slide guitar in open D tuning. Includes musical examples.
00003336 $19.95

ACOUSTIC GUITAR – BEGINNER LEVEL
This program is designed for someone with little or no experience. It begins at the roots of rock with an easy-to-follow look at basic rock chords, scales, fingerpicking and strum patterns.
14041353 $19.99

THE ACOUSTIC GUITAR METHOD
Learn how to use a pick and form all the most important chords, while those with some guitar experience will learn fingerpicking styles and other techniques. More than two-dozen classic songs are taught, drawn from blues, folk, country and bluegrass traditions.
00641892 $39.95

ACOUSTIC ROCK
Learn the trademark acoustic guitar parts behind the greatest songs in rock and pop! Includes 8 songs: Before You Accuse Me • Crazy on You • Drive • Dust in the Wind • Iris • More Than Words • Norwegian Wood • Silent Lucidity.
00320429 $19.95

BEGINNER ACOUSTIC GUITAR
The one-on-one lessons with world renowned instructor and guitarist Kevin McCreery start with the basics of holding and tuning your guitar, then guide you step-by-step through chords, strum patterns, scales, song rhythms, finger picking, and more.
14027224 $19.99

ERIC CLAPTON – ACOUSTIC CLASSICS
Change the World • Circus • Layla • Malted Milk • Nobody Knows You When You’re Down and Out • Signe • Tears in Heaven • Walkin’ Blues. Exclusive DVD features include: guitar techniques section, jam-along songs, and practice tips.
00320265 $19.95

ALEX DE GRASSI – ACOUSTIC FINGERSTYLE GUITAR
Topics covered include: accents, cross string picking, dynamics, glissandos and slides, hammer-ons and pull-offs, polyrhythms and cross rhythms, string stopping, timbre, tone production, vibrato and pitch modulation.
00320884 $24.99

LAURENCE JUBER – ACOUSTIC GUITAR ESSENTIALS
Features six hours of footage. Songs covered include: Greensleeves • Along the Way • Lunar Eclipse • When Harry Got to Heaven • Private Dick • and more. Viewers will also be better equipped to tackle Jubers more advanced repertoire pieces on the 2nd DVD of this set.
00700283 $29.99

THE ACOUSTIC GUITAR OF JORMA KAUKNEN
Jorma teaches his solid fingerpicking blues style through some of his favorite traditional and original tunes: West Coast Blues • Hesitation Blues • Crystal City • Embryonic Journey. Includes tips on picking style, slide technique, open tunings and a demo with Jack Casady.
00641751 $29.95

BEST OF LENNON & MCCARTNEY FOR ACOUSTIC GUITAR
Across the Universe • And I Love Her • Blackbird • Dear Prudence • Julia • Norwegian Wood (This Bird Has Flown) • Rocky Racoon • and Yesterday. 61 minutes.
00320333 $19.95

HAPPY TRAUM TEACHES SEVEN CLASSIC BOB DYLAN SONGS
Songs: Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right • Blowin’ in the Wind • I’ll Be Your Baby Tonight • I Pity the Poor Immigrant • Buckets of Rain • Tonight I’ll Be Staying Here with You • Farewell.
00642016 $39.95

12-STRING GUITAR TECHNIQUES
This lesson teaches the walking basses, dynamic rhythms, full chords and fingerpicking innovations that can be used on this wonderful instrument. It includes classic blues, rag, folk songs and instrumentals.
00641850 $29.95

NANCY WILSON
This DVD examines Nancy Wilson’s style and technique on acoustic guitar, via her performance of “These Dreams,” “Crazy on You,” “Dog and Butterfly” and other favorites. She discusses & demonstrates fingerpicking, flatpicking, open-string chords and more.
00320636 $19.99
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BERKLEE JAZZ STANDARDS FOR SOLO GUITAR
Learn ten jazz guitar standards arranged for solo guitar. Arrangements include: Dedicated to You • I'm Glad There Is You • My Foolish Heart • Stella by Starlight • You Don't Know What Love Is • and more.
50449563 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

ESSENTIAL JAZZ GUITAR
Explore the classic songs and improvisations of jazz's greatest guitarists! This book/CD pack covers 10 songs, including: Flying Home • Impressions • In a Mellow Tone • Lover Man • Speak Low • The Way You Look Tonight • and more.
00695875 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

FIRST JAZZ STANDARDS
Beginning Solo Guitar Songbook
Each solo combines melody and harmony in one full-sounding arrangement that can be played with a pick or fingers by beginning players. Features 15 favorites. 00115020 .......................$12.99

INTRODUCTION TO JAZZ GUITAR SOLOING
Perfect for seasoned rockers seeking new challenges and jazz newcomers looking for a good start, this book/CD pack covers scales, chords, licks, techniques and other vital jazz improv concepts step by step.
00695406 Book/CD Pack...$19.95

JAZZ GUITAR ETUDES
Gives guitar players the information necessary to obtain a vocabulary based on the bebop tradition, yet ultimately encourages them to improvise on these structures, creating their own lines and ideas.
00121723 Book/CD Pack...$24.99

THE JAZZ GUITAR HANDBOOK
The handbook features over 120 exercises in notation and tab and includes a 96-track CD of examples, play-alongs, and backing tracks. It also presents the history of the jazz guitar and its great players.
00333188 Book/CD Pack...$29.99

JAZZ GUITAR IMPROVISATION
Develop your solo skills with this comprehensive method which includes a CD with 99 full demonstration tracks. Topics covered include: common jazz phrases; applying scales and arpeggios; guide tones, non-chordal tones, fourths; and more.
00695128 Book/CD Pack...$18.99

JAZZ GUITAR ICONS
00696598 .......................$19.99

JAZZ GUITAR ETUDES BOOK AND CD
This book/CD pack covers scales, chords, licks, techniques and other vital jazz improv concepts step by step.
00703317 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

JAZZ ROCK SOLOS FOR GUITAR
Examine the solo concepts of the jazz-rock masters in this book/CD pack! You'll get phrase-by-phrase performance notes, plus tips on improvising with triads, blues, fusion; lines for static chords and vamps; atmospheric jazz; double stop improvising; and much more.
00695449 Book/CD Pack...$17.95

LINE GAMES AN IN DEPTH STUDY OF SINGLE NOTE LINES FOR GUITAR
Line Games is an organized series of practical studies for the development of single-note guitar technique and jazz vocabulary simultaneously. Many examples are transcribed from the recorded solos of great jazz guitarists.
00242184 .......................$30.00

A MODERN METHOD FOR GUITAR – JAZZ SONGBOOK
These arrangements are crafted to Leavitt’s time-proven approach, giving you the chance to apply what you learn to music by Miles Davis, Duke Ellington, Sonny Rol- lins, Django Reinhardt, and other jazz greats.
50449539 Book/CD Pack...$14.99

PARLOR GUITAR
Arrangements of 10 classic standards complete with demos on CD. Songs include: Alexander’s Ragtime Band • The Glow Worm • Paper Doll • Swannee • Tiger Rag (Hold That Tiger) • and more.
00699796 Book/CD Pack...$14.95

JAZZ RHYTHM GUITAR
Award-winning guitarist and distinguished teacher Jack Grassel will help rhythm guitarists better understand: chord symbols and voicings; comping styles and patterns; equipment, accessories and set-up; the fingerboard; chord theory; and much more. The accompanying CD includes 74 full-band tracks.
00695654 Book/CD Pack...$19.95

JAZZ JAM SESSION
Bring your local jazz jam session home! These essential jazz rhythm grooves feature a professional rhythm section and are perfect for guitar, harmonica, keyboard, saxophone and trumpet players to hone their soloing skills.
00311827 Book/CD Pack...$19.99
DVDS

STRUCTING SONG STRUCTURE
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explore the riffs, solos and sounds of the jazz guitar virtuoso with this analysis of 8 songs: Air Mail Special • Benny’s Bugle • Gone with “What” Wind • Grand Slam • Seven Come Eleven • Shivers • Solo Flight • Till Tom Special.
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So Beautiful.

John Scofield’s distinctive style is a blend of jazz, funk, rock, blues and New Orleans music. His multi-fac-

ceted style is covered in depth as he discusses: intervallic ideas, chordal concepts, string-skipping, playing lines across the fingerboard, developing a personal sound.
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styles to your skill set.
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FLATPICKING BLUEGRASS GUITAR
New techniques for performing great sounding bluegrass standards. Includes detailed instructional tips at the beginning of each song. The CD includes recordings of every song, some with a slower, practice speed and one at performance speed.
00001443 Book/CD Pack...$12.99

FRETBOARD ROADMAPS – BLUEGRASS AND FOLK GUITAR
This book/CD pack will have you playing lead and rhythm anywhere on the fretboard, in any key. You'll learn chord-based licks, movable major and blues scales, major pentatonic “sliding scales,” first-position major scales, and movable-position major scales.
00695355 Book/CD Pack...$14.99

HOT LICKS FOR BLUEGRASS GUITAR
Over 350 authentic bluegrass licks are included in this book, which features special sections on bluesy licks, pinch-offs, playing in closed positions up the neck, crosspicking, floating, double stops, and more.
14015430 ..................$24.99

THE COUNTRY GUITAR STYLE OF CHARLIE MONROE
This overview of his unique guitar performance style (he used just his thumb and index finger) presents 52 songs, with an in-depth look at the backup patterns & techniques from each chord family, plus special note sequences, and more.
00001305 Book/CD Pack...$19.99

ALL STAR BLUEGRASS JAM ALONG
Songs include: Bill Cheatham • Blackberry Blossom • Down in the Willow Garden • I Am a Pilgrim • I'll Fly Away • In the Pines • John Hardy • Old Joe Clark • Soldier's Joy • more!
06641943 Book/CD Pack...$19.95

BLUEGRASS GUITAR
This guitar workbook covers every aspect of bluegrass playing, from simple accompaniment to advanced instrumentals. Over 30 bluegrass and traditional songs are included in the styles of Clarence White, Dan Crary, Charlie Waller, Peter Rowan, and others.
14004655 Book/CD Pack...$24.99

BLUEGRASS GUITAR ESSENTIALS
Learn the fundamentals of bluegrass by exploring its various styles and the masters who defined the genre: Doc Watson, Clarence White, and Norman Blake. The book includes background information, instruction and 12 classic songs.
00695331 Book/CD Pack...$19.95

CHICKEN PICKIN'
Chicken Pickin’ provides a “bird’s-eye-view” of this quintessential country style, teaching the techniques and licks common to playing hot lead guitar! It covers: open-string licks, double-stop licks, scales, string bending, repetitive sequences, chromatic licks and much more.
00695599 Book/CD Pack...$16.95

RED HOT COUNTRY GUITAR
Take your country guitar playing to the next level with loads of red-hot licks, techniques, solos, theory, and more! You’ll learn: hybrid picking, single-note solos, open chord licks, double stops, bending, open-string licks, licks in the style of the masters, CAGED system, chord and scale diagrams, and more.
00695831 Book/CD Pack...$17.99

HAPPY TRAUM’S FLATPICKING GUITAR METHOD
Covers everything from simple accompaniments to bluegrass licks, runs, fiddle tunes and more than 30 songs for the beginning flatpicker, including: John Hardy • Will the Circle Be Unbroken • Worried Man Blues • Wildwood Flower • Buckdancer’s Choice.
00641702 Three CDs........$37.50

101 RED HOT BLUEGRASS GUITAR LICKS AND SOLOS
Contains 101 authentic bluegrass guitar licks in the keys of C, G, D, and A minor. Brokendown into phrases of two, four, and eight bars. Several endings and crosspicking licks are included. Each lick is played to a chord progression that is standard in bluegrass, country, and folk music.
00701496 Book/CD Pack...$17.95

TEACH YOURSELF BLUEGRASS GUITAR
Teach yourself authentic bluegrass guitar with this book containing clear instructions on right- and left-hand techniques, solos, backup, personal advice on performance, and much more, as well as a complete selection of the best bluegrass songs to learn from.
14032983 Book/CD Pack...$17.99

MEL BAY’S COMPLETE COUNTRY GUITAR BOOK
An encyclopedia of Carter flatpicking style back-up, bluegrass back-up, Carter flatpicking style lead, Doc Watson-style lead, Clarence White-style bluey lead, Atkins/Travis fingerpicking style, rockabilly guitar style, Nashville lead styles, and Western swing.
00701430 Book/CD Pack...$24.95

TRAVIS PICKING
From the backwoods of Kentucky to modern-day concert arenas, the Travis picking technique has been a guitar staple for generations. Andrew DuBrock takes you step-by-step from basic accompaniment patterns to advanced fingerpicking methods in the style of Merle, Chet and many others.
00694425 Book/CD Pack...$16.99

CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
COUnTRY/BLUEGRASS INSTRUCTION DVDS

BEYOND BASIC BLUEGRASS RHYTHM GUITAR
He covers chord substitutions, walking bass lines, complex chord shapes, and accompaniment ideas for a variety of tunes, including: Little Rock Gatetway • Waytaring Stranger • St. Anne’s Reel • Kentucky Waltz • Alabama Jubilee • Salley Goodin • and more.
00642090 .................................. $29.95

BLUEGRASS GUITAR
Three-time winner of International Bluegrass Association’s “Guitar Player of the Year,” David Grier is a rising star in the world of the acoustic guitar. Here he analyzes his breathtaking technique and takes apart some of his signature tunes for intermediate players.
00641903 .................................. $29.95

COUNTRY HITS FOR GUITAR
Four complete songs, broken down in parts so you can learn at your own pace. Brad Paisley: Alcohol • Vince Gill: Don’t Let Our Love Start Slippin’ Away • Garth Brooks: Friends in Low Places • John Denver: Thank God I’m a Country Boy
00702629 .................................. $19.99

FINGERPICKING HANK WILLIAMS
Learn exciting instrumental versions of some of the most popular country songs ever written. Toby Walker’s solo arrangements of Hank Williams classics will build your fingerpicking skills, expand your fretboard knowledge and show you some really cool licks!
00642182 .................................. $29.95

GREAT GUITAR LESSONS—BLUEGRASS FLATPICKING
These lessons for both novices and advanced pickers in flatpick style will help guitarists play the notes and make music out of them as well. Seven celebrated bluegrass artists tackle everything from simple backup to hot bluegrass solos.
00641990 .................................. $24.95

JOHNNY HILAND—BLUEGRASS GUITAR
Learn bluegrass picking from one of the best there is! Johnny Hiland teaches rapid-fire flatpicking techniques, special bluegrass runs, hammer-ons and pull-offs, slides, rhythm strums, bluegrass fills, and much more. You’ll be pickin’ and grinnin’ right from the first lick!
14017135 .................................. $24.95

JOHNNY HILAND—CHICKEN PICKIN’ GUITAR
Johnny Hiland takes you through chicken pickin’, double-stops, pedal steel licks, pick-and-finger hybrid pickings, banjo rolls and lots more. He’s also joined by Arlen Roth, Bill Holoman, and Shannon Ford for some truly memorable band segments.
14017136 .................................. $24.95

LEAD GUITAR BREAKS FOR BLUEGRASS SONGS
Steve Kaufman breaks down lead solos to six classic songs, demonstrating the licks, chord inversions, embellishments, flatpick techniques and other important pointers that will show learning players how to “take it!”
00641859 .................................. $29.95

LEARNING TO FLATPICK
Steve Kaufman’s “101-level” beginner’s course details all the essential bluegrass flatpicking techniques for getting new players off to a great start.
00642045 DVD 1 ................................. $29.95
00642046 DVD 2 ................................. $29.95
00642047 DVD 3 ................................. $29.95
00641587 3-DVD Set ............................... $69.95

ALBERT LEE
Learn an exciting assortment of Albert’s most popular country guitar techniques like slick chicken pickin’, flowing double stops, speedy scale runs, open-tuning tricks, tasty steel guitar effects, colorful pick hand pulls, and much much more.
00320474 .................................. $19.9

ALLEN LEE—BANJO—FLATPICKING
Great guitar lessons and banjo playing by Albert Lee, an early innovator of the bluegrass flatpick banjo style.
00642196 .................................. $39.95

ARLEN ROTH—COUNTRY LEAD GUITAR
The greatest country lead guitar lesson you’ll ever take – featuring country string bending, pedal steel-style licks, chicken pickin’, rockabilly, volume swells, double-note bends, false harmonics, and other important country lead techniques.
14027872 .................................. $29.95

THE REAL MERLE TRAVIS GUITAR
Thom Bresh, the only son of the legendary guitarist Merle Travis, shows how to get the real Travis sound. He teaches several of Merle’s best-loved guitar instruments: Guitar Rag, Cannonball Rag and others. A must-have for all serious acoustic guitar students!
00641666 DVD ................................. $29.95

REDD VOLKAERT—TELETWANG
Redd teaches several of his “Pork Chops” in the instructional part of the DVD, and each lick is notated in the accompanying instructional booklet. Learn steel guitar licks, intros, turnaround and licks in the style of Jerry Reed and Clint Strong, among others.
00203582 .................................. $24.95

DOC’S GUITAR
With his characteristic good humor, Doc provides an intimate look into the guitar technique, musical philosophy and fine musicianship for which he is known and loved worldwide.
00641544 .................................. $39.95

TONY RICE MASTER CLASS
Highly revered guitarist Tony Rice continues the breakdowns and analysis of his world-class style and technique. His lesson includes folk and country instruments, fiddle tunes and his innovative arrangements of well-known standards.
00641951 .................................. $29.95

WWW.MUSICDISPATCH.COM CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
GUITAR PLAY-ALONG DVDS

Watch and learn your favorite tunes with full lessons, onscreen tab, and 3 camera angles!

AEROSMITH
Back in the Saddle • Draw the Line • Dream On • Last Child • Mama Kin • Same Old Song and Dance • Sweet Emotion • Walk This Way.
00321216 ........................ $16.99

BOSTON
Don’t Look Back • Let Me Take You Home Tonight • Long Time • More Than a Feeling • Party • Peace of Mind • Rock & Roll Band • Smokin’.
00321005 .......................... $16.99

CREEDENCE CLEARWATER REVIVAL
Bad Moon Rising • Born on the Bayou • Down on the Corner • Fortunate Son • Green River • Lodi • Proud Mary • Up Around the Bend.
00320782 .......................... $16.99

THE DOORS
Break on Through • Hello, I Love You • L.A. Woman • Light My Fire • Love Me Two Times • People Are Strange • Riders on the Storm • Roadhouse Blues.
00320801 .......................... $14.99

B.B. KING
Gambler’s Blues • Just like a Woman • Paying the Cost to Be the Boss • Rock Me Baby • Sweet Little Angel • Sweet Sixteen • The Thrill Is Gone • You Upset Me Baby.
00321214 .......................... $16.99

KISS
Christine Sixteen • Heaven’s on Fire • I Stole Your Love • I Was Made for Lovin’ You • Lick It Up • Love Gun • Rocket Ride • Shock Me.
00321212 .......................... $16.99

LENNON & MCCARTNEY ACOUSTIC
And I Love Her • Can’t Buy Me Love • A Day in the Life • Eight Days a Week • Help! • Michelle • We Can Work It Out • Yellow Submarine.
00320989 .......................... $16.99

LYNYRD SKYNYRD
Don’t Ask Me No Questions • Down South Jukin’ • Free Bird • Gimme Three Steps • I Know a Little • The Needle and the Spoon • Sweet Home Alabama • What’s Your Name.
00321211 .......................... $16.99

BOB MARLEY
Could You Be Loved • Get Up Stand Up • I Shot the Sheriff • Is This Love • Jamming • No Woman No Cry • Stir It Up • Three Little Birds. 1 hour, 56 minutes.
00321004 .......................... $16.99

ELVIS PRESLEY
All Shook Up • Blue Suede Shoes • Don’t Be Cruel • Hard Headed Woman • Heartbreak Hotel • Hound Dog • Jaillouse Rock • Little Sitties.
00320798 .......................... $14.99

SANTANA
Evil Ways • Hope You’re Feeling Better • No One to Depend On • Oye Como Va • Samba Pa Ti • Se a Cabo • Song of the Wind • Soul Sacrifice.
00321215 .......................... $16.99

BOB SEGER
Against the Wind • Get Out of Denver • Her Strut • Hollywood Nights • Mainstreet • Night Moves • Rock and Roll Never Forgets • Travelin’ Man/Beautiful Loser.
00320872 .......................... $14.99

STEVIE RAY VAUGHAN
 Couldn’t Stand the Weather • Empty Arms • The House Is Rockin’ • Lenny • Love Struck Baby • Pride and Joy • Riviera Paradise • Scuttle Buttin’.
00321125 .......................... $16.99

NEIL YOUNG
Cinnamon Girl • Comes a Time • Cowgirl in the Sand • Down by the River • Harvest Moon • Heart of Gold • Helpless • Hey Hey, My My • Like a Hurricane • The Needle and the Damage Done • Ohio • Old Man • Only Love Can Break Your Heart • Rockin’ in the Free World • Southern Man.
00320866 .......................... $19.99

ZZ TOP
Cheap Sunglasses • La Grange • Legs • Sharp Dressed Man • Stages • Tube Snake Boogie • Tush • Waitin’ for the Bus. 1 hour, 54 minutes.
00321217 .......................... $16.99

WWW.MUSICDISPATCH.COM CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
SIGNATURE LICKS DVDS
Learn the main riffs, licks, and solos from your favorite tunes.

BLUES
Learn the trademark riffs and solos from eight great blues classics: All Your Love • Born Under a Bad Sign • Dust My Broom • Frosty • Killing Floor • The Sky Is Crying • Sweet Home Chicago • The Things That I Used to Do.
00320431 $19.95

LYNYRD SKynyRD
Learn to play eight great Skynyrd songs, including: Don’t Ask Me No Questions • Free Bird • Gimme Three Steps • I Know a Little • Sweet Home Alabama • That Smell • What’s Your Name • You Got That Right.
00320466 $19.99

ERIC CLAPTON – THE SOLO YEARS
After Midnight • Cocaine • Forever Man • Lay Down Sally • Motherless Children • Pretending • Running on Faith • Wonderful Tonight.
00320263 $19.95

BEST OF THE ALLMAN BROTHERS BAND
 Ain’t Wastin’ Time No More • Black Hearted Woman • In Memory of Elizabeth Reed • Jessica • Little Martha • Melissa • Ramblin’ Man • Whipping Post.
00320230 $19.99

ROBERT JOHNSON
Come on in My Kitchen • Cross Road Blues • Drunken Hearted Man • Kindhearted Woman Blues • Ramblin’ on My Mind • Sweet Home Chicago • Walkin’ Blues.
00320560 $19.95

BEST OF BLACK SABBATH
Features detailed analysis of: Black Sabbath • Children of the Grave • Iron Man • N.I.B. • Paranoid • Sabbath, Bloody Sabbath • Sweet Leaf • War Pigs.
00320258 $19.95

LEGENDARY LICKS DVDS
Learn the licks, riffs, and solos of your favorites.

GRATEFUL DEAD
This DVD features in-depth analysis of seven songs: Bertha • Eyes of the World • One More Saturday Night • Playing in the Band • Scarlet Begonias •St. Stephen • U.S. Blues.
02500968 $24.95

PINK FLOYD – DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
Each guitar part is played up to speed, then broken down note by note. Analyzes: Any Colour You Like • Brain Damage • Breathe • Eclipse • The Great Gig in the Sky • Money • Time • Us and Them.
02500919 $16.99

LEARN TO PLAY THE SONGS OF BOB DYLAN
Buckets of Rain • Corrina, Corrina • Don’t Think Twice, It’s All Right • Girl from the North Country • I Shall Be Released • Just Like a Woman • Like a Rolling Stone • The Times They Are A-Changin’
02500918 $16.99

GRATEFUL DEAD
Casey Jones • China Cat Sunflower • Friend of the Devil • Shakedown Street • Sugar Magnolia • Touch of Grey • Truckin’ • Uncle John’s Band. Running time: 2 hours!
02500351 $24.95

JOHN DENVER
Annie’s Song • Back Home Again • Follow Me • Leaving on a Jet Plane • My Sweet Lady • Rocky Mountain High • Sunshine on My Shoulders • Take Me Home, Country Roads.
02500917 $16.99

METALLICA
An in-depth analysis of eight songs: Battery • Blackened • Damage Inc. • Fade to Black • Jump in the Fire • Master of Puppets • Seek & Destroy • Welcome Home (Sanitarium).
02500479 DVD $16.99

WWW.MUSICDISPATCH.COM CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
This series pairs an instructional DVD lesson taught by a professional guitarist with a supplemental book for a comprehensive learning experience. Each DVD/book features several lessons pertaining to one topic, and the DVD lessons feature on-screen music. The lessons are loaded with valuable tips and information, and song examples help to demonstrate the concepts in action.

**GUITAR VIRTUOSOS**

*Guitar Virtuosos* features lessons on the styles of Yngwie Malmsteen, Steve Vai, Eric Johnson, and Joe Satriani. Songs include: Always with Me, Always with You • The Animal • Big Trouble • Cliffs of Dover • Deja Vu • Marching Out • Righteous • The Riddle • Satch Boogie • Skyscraper • Venus Isle • Yankee Rose • and more.

00696435 Book/DVD Pack $9.99

**RHYSYM GUITAR**

*Rhythm Guitar* features these lessons: Rock Rhythm Guitar, Chord Embellishments, Funk Guitar, and Reggae Guitar. Songs include: Free Fallin’ • Give It Away • I Got You • Just Want to Celebrate • Jack and Diane • Message in a Bottle • Proud Mary • Shining Star • Walk Don’t Run • Walking on the Moon • and more.

00696431 Book/DVD Pack $9.99

**FRETBOARD THEORY**

*Fretboard Theory* features these lessons: Fretboard Navigation, CAGED Licks, Modal Soloing, and Harmonizing Lead Lines. 30 songs, including: Aqualung • Crazy Train • Day Tripper • Hit Me with Your Best Shot • Jump, Jive an’ Wail • Landslide • No Woman No Cry • Oye Como Va • Reeling in the Years • Smoke on the Water • Walk This Way • and many more!

00696430 Book/DVD Pack $9.99

**CLASSICAL GUITAR**

The lessons are loaded with valuable tips and information, and popular song examples help to demonstrate the concepts in action. The DVD is filmed in high definition and features on-screen music. The book includes over 20 works in notes and tab by Beethoven, Corelli, Carcassi, more.

00696434 Book/DVD Pack $9.99

**GUITAR SOLOING**

*Guitar Soloing* features these lessons: Rock Phrasing, Repeating Licks, Mixing Scales & Modes, and Pentatonic Scale Substitutions. Songs include: All Right Now • Cliffs of Dover • Eruption • Freebird • Hard to Handle • Lay Down Sally • Smoke on the Water • Sweet Child O’ Mine • Sweet Home Alabama • and more.

00696432 Book/DVD Pack $9.99

**ELECTRIC BLUES**

*Electric Blues – At a Glance* features these lessons: Blues Progressions, B.B. King Style, Stevie Ray Vaughan Style, and Progressive Licks. Songs include: Ask Me No Questions • Cold Shot • Couldn’t Stand the Weather • I’m Tore Down • Just like a Woman • Mama, Talk to Your Daughter • Sweet Home Chicago • Thrill Is Gone • Tightrope • and more!

00696433 Book/DVD Pack $9.99

**ACOUSTIC GUITAR**

00696017 $9.99

**BEGINNING GUITAR**

00696016 $9.99

**BLUES GUITAR**

00696031 $9.99

**COUNTRY GUITAR**

00696032 $9.99

**GUITAR CHORDS**

00696018 $9.95

**GUITAR LICKS**

00696050 $9.99

**GUITAR MASTERS**

00696436 $9.99

**GUITAR SHRED**

00696020 $9.99

**GUITAR TECHNIQUE**

00696049 $9.99

**JAZZ GUITAR**

00696051 $9.99

**LEAD GUITAR**

00696033 $9.99

**MORE GUITAR CHORDS**

00696061 $9.99

**METAL GUITAR**

00696052 $9.99

**SCALES & MODES**

00696019 $9.95

At *a Glance* Book/DVD Packs for Bass are also available – see our website for details!
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BOOKS ABOUT YOUR FAVORITE GUITARS

THE IBANEZ ELECTRIC GUITAR BOOK
The book is in the tradition of Tony Bacon’s best-selling guitar series, with a carefully researched story, including exclusive interviews with Val and Satriani, a gallery of full-color pictures of famous guitars and players, and a reference section detailing production years and specifications of all Ibanez’s electric models.
00331385 Hardcover $24.99

BURST BELIEVERS
The Burst Believers in this book – Joe Bonamassa, Jimmy Page, Billy Gibbons, Kirk Hammett, Rick Nielsen, Waddy Wachtel, Slash, Steve Lukather, the Burst Brothers and many more – have been kind enough to share their experiences and stories that you will enjoy reading.
00117070 Hardcover $59.99

THE EPIPHONE GUITAR BOOK
The story of Epiphone, one of the oldest and most famous guitar companies, is told by former staff historian Walter Carter. It’s an epic story spanning three centuries, from Old World roots in the 19th century to the golden age of American makers in the 20th century and onward into the global market of the new millennium.
00333209 Hardcover $24.99

THE TELECASTER GUITAR BOOK
The book is three great volumes in one: a compendium of lushous pictures of the most desirable Teles, a gripping story from the earliest days to the latest exploits, and a detailed collector’s guide to every Tele ever made.
00333189 Hardcover $45.00

GIBSON ELECTRIC STEEL GUITARS
This book recounts the story of all the electric steel guitars that were built by Gibson between 1935 and 1967. Hawaiian guitars were the most popular form of electric guitars until the 1950s, and they contributed to some crucial developments in pickups and amplification.
00332738 Hardcover $40.00

MARTIN GUITARS: A HISTORY
Richly illustrated, this book covers the story right up to the fifth-generation president Chris Martin IV. Because the original and revision authors had complete access to authorized archives, this version is the most accurate and detailed reference on the topic.
00330889 Hardcover $30.00

THE STORY OF PAUL BIGSBY
The Story of Paul A. Bigsby tells how Bigsby influenced Fender and Gibson, as well as a number of other guitar manufacturers, in building techniques and design. This deluxe illustrated coffee table book contains over 300 color and black & white photos.
00332277 Hardcover $50.00

THE EARLY YEARS OF THE LES PAUL LEGACY
00330972 Hardcover $40.00

HISTORY OF WASHBURN GUITAR
This book is the first of its kind to report on Washburn guitars, mandolins, barjos and ukuleles made before 1940. It contains detailed information about more than 450 instrument styles, serial numbering schemes and estimated production totals.
00001178 Hardcover $45.00

THE PRS GUITAR BOOK
The PRS Guitar Book details every facet of the wonderful electric guitars made by PRS, the Maryland-based company founded in 1985 by musician and guitar builder Paul Reed Smith.
00331766 Hardcover $35.00

SIX DECADES OF THE FENDER TELECASTER
Packed with high-quality photographs of the great Telecasters, collectable catalogs, and memorabilia, this tribute tells the story of the Telecaster and the Fender Company through exclusive interviews with Fender figures who were there when this musical star was born.
00331298 Hardcover $22.99

50 YEARS OF THE GIBSON LES PAUL
Unique color photographs feature a multitude of lushous Les Paul models and highlight great players in action with their Les Paul guitars. Meticulous listings for the collector document every model produced from 1952 to the present day.
00330951 Hardcover $22.99

50 YEARS OF GRETCH ELECTRICS
Introduced in 1954 as one of Gretsch’s “Guitars of the Future,” the White Falcon was an overwhelmingly impressive instrument. This book compiles the best of Gretsch’s inventions over the past 50 years and tells the stories of their creation and the men who created them.
00331258 Hardcover $24.95

50 YEARS OF GIBSON ES GUITARS
This is the complete story of all Gibson ES models, from the ES-125 to the most often played ES-335. Depicted in the book are hundreds of color photographs of iconic guitars and celebrity ES owners, along with stories from the creators of the ES line.
00331769 Hardcover $30.00

50 YEARS OF FENDER JAZZ GUITARS
This book is a comprehensive compendium of the world of Jazz guitars made by Fender, from the very first Jazzmaster to the very latest. Here is the complete story of the Jazzmaster and Jazz Bass, along with a detailed photo history of every model, as well as many more.
00331260 Hardcover $25.99

TAYLOR GUITARS
Features dozens of full-color photos of many rare guitars, including instruments Bob Taylor built before the company’s founding, standard production models, custom-built instruments, and special celebrity models.
00331191 Hardcover $58.00

TAYLOR GUITARS: 30 YEARS OF A NEW AMERICAN CLASSIC
This book compiles the best of Gretsch’s inventions over the past 30 years and tells the stories of their creation and the men who created them.
00331256 Hardcover $49.95

WWW.MUSICDISPACTH.COM CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
365 GUITARS, AMPS & EFFECTS YOU MUST PLAY
Guitarists love guitars. Few own just one, and most are dreaming of their next acquisition. To help them out, here is the ultimate bucket list of guitars – plus guitar amps and various guitar effects – that aficionados must play.
00121129 $21.99

GUITAR GEAR OF THE GREATS
Learn the magic behind guitar masters of all genres, including classic rock, blues, country, jazz, and acoustic. With information on legends like Jimmy Page, Eddie Van Halen, B.B. King, Les Paul, and Neil Young, this book is a must-have for gear fanatics everywhere!
00696414 Book/CD Pack $19.99

HAL LEONARD GUITAR METHOD – SETUP & MAINTENANCE
Here’s your complete guide to getting your guitars to play and sound their best! Step-by-step instructions and photos teach how to adjust the action, truss rod, bridge saddles, nut, intonation and more on electric guitars and steel string acoustic guitars.
00697421 $12.99

MODERN GUITAR RIGS
Covers topics of interest to guitarists looking to build pro-level rigs, whether they’re playing clubs at the indie band level, getting set for a major tour, heading into the studio to record a new album, or just searching for “ultimate tone.”
00333119 Book/DVD Pack $24.99

TONE MANUAL
In the course of breaking down the individual components of the electric guitar rig, the book both examines the ingredients in any given piece of equipment that contribute to superior or inferior sound, and offers tips on improving and making the most of the gear you’ve already got.
00333116 $24.99

THE GUITAR PICK-UP HANDBOOK
Dave Hunter explores the history of the transducer that captures mechanical vibrations, from its beginnings in the early 20th century through to the present day. He explains why different designs affect the sound of classic electric guitars, and provides complementary aural demonstrations on a CD.
00331935 Book/CD Pack $24.95

THE HISTORY OF MARSHALL
The History of Marshall: The First Fifty Years tells the story of Jim Marshall’s remarkable life and documents the many innovations of Marshall amplifiers, from the famous “stack” to the most current “clones” from more contemporary designers.
00332942 $40.00

GUITAR EFFECTS PEDALS
It’s a golden age for guitar effects pedal users and makers right now, with over 40 years of design experience and musical experimentation to draw on. Your choice includes the original, pioneering “vintage” models, or souped-up “clones” from more contemporary designers.
00331178 Book/CD Pack $24.99

THE GUITAR AMP HANDBOOK
Dave Hunter cuts through the marketing hyperbole, and the blind faith, and supplies all the information you need to choose the right amp, and get the best from it. The book also features full instructions on how to construct your own high-quality tube guitar amp from scratch.
00331349 $24.99

THE TUBE AMP BOOK
The book’s technical tips, in-depth electronic specs and explanations, over 350 schematic diagrams, and full-color plates make it a must-have for the legions of tube-tone fanatics. Hardcover with convenient spiral binding.
00331091 Book/CD-ROM Pack $49.99

THE OFFICIAL VINTAGE GUITAR PRICE GUIDE 2014
The Official Vintage Guitar Price Guide 2014 offers the data experts use to track the values of guitars, basses, lap steels, mandolins, ukuleles, banjos, amps, and effects. At over 600 pages with information on more than 2,000 brands, and illustrated with 1,300 photos.
0012104 $29.95

PICKUPS, WINDINGS AND MAGNETS
The first book to examine pickups in detail is here! Covers everything from the first experiments to classic models conceived for Pickenbacker, Gibson, Fender, Gretsch, Danelectro, Epiphone and others, with an overview of Japanese and European manufacturers.
00001026 $29.99

HOW TO HOT ROD YOUR FENDER AMP
Here is the first guidebook explaining how you can get the best sound possible out of your Fender amp with simple to advanced modifications. Covering both old and new Fender amps with how-to photos and schematics.
00333107 $27.99

ULTIMATE BENCH WARRIOR
Amp guru Lee Jackson covers: tools of the trade; the basics of soldering; different tube types, with specs and histories; electronic symbols; amplifier modifications from gain stages to adding reverbs; schematics of solidstate circuits and power supplies; and more.
02500268 $29.95

JIM MARSHALL – THE FATHER OF LOUD
This first-ever biography tells the story of Jim Marshall – founder of Marshall Amplification and creator of guitar amplifiers that have defined the sound of rock and are prized by rock guitarists of every age and style.
0033151 $29.99
UKULELE PACKS WITH INSTRUMENT

HAL LEONARD UKULELE STARTER PACK
Includes: Method book • demo/play-along CD • instructional DVD • ukulele.
00702834 ..................................................................................$79.99

UKULELE FOR KIDS STARTER PACK
Includes: Method book with CD • ukulele • case • poster.
00119947 ..................................................................................$49.99

PLAY UKULELE TODAY! COMPLETE KIT
Includes: Method Book with CD • instructional DVD • ukulele.
00650743 ..................................................................................$39.99

UKULELE PLAY-ALONG PACKS*
Songbooks with music, lyrics and CD demo and play-along tracks.

UKULELE SONGS
Daughter • Dream a Little Dream of Me • Elderly Woman Behind the Counter in a Small Town • Last Kiss • More Than You Know • Sleepless Nights • Tonight You Belong to Me • Yellow Ledbetter.
00702599 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................$12.99

BLUEGRASS FAVORITES
00702584 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................$12.99
JOHNNY CASH
00702615 ..................................................................................$14.99

CHART HITS
00701745 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................$14.99

CHILDREN’S SONGS
00701454 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................$12.99

COUNTRY CLASSICS
00702834 ..................................................................................$12.99

DISNEY FAVORITES
00701724 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................$12.99

GREEN DAY
00110398 ..................................................................................$14.99

HAUNTED HOUSES
00703097 ..................................................................................$12.99

HAUNTED CLASSICS
00703098 ..................................................................................$12.99

HAUNTED FAVORITES
00701453 ..................................................................................$12.99

LENNON & MCCARTNEY
00701723 ..................................................................................$12.99

MOTOWN
00701964 ..................................................................................$12.99

POP HITS
00701451 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................$14.99

POP STANDARDS
00702838 ..................................................................................$12.99

THE SOUND OF MUSIC
00701784 Book/CD Pack ..................................................................$12.99

STANDARDS
00702835 ..................................................................................$12.99

* Our play-along tracks feature tempo adjustment software for Mac or PC so you can speed up or slow down the tempo - without changing pitch!

www.musicdispatch.com CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
UKULELE - MIXED COLLECTIONS

UKULELE TAB
Blue Hawaii • Hotel California • In My Life • Misty • Moonlight • Over the Rainbow/What a Wonderful World • Stars and Stripes Forever • Tiger Rag • William Tell Overture • and more.
00103823 .............................................................. $19.99

THE DAILY UKULELE - LEAP YEAR EDITION
00240681 .............................................................. $34.99

LOVE SONGS FOR UKULELE
00119342 .............................................................. $12.99

FOLK ROCK FAVORITES FOR UKULELE
00114600 .............................................................. $9.99

BLUEGRASS SONGS FOR UKULELE
00702583 .............................................................. $12.99

UKULELE FAKE BOOK
This collection is nearly bigger than your uke! Over 400 songs packed into one convenient songbook that lets you play all the songs you've ever wanted to.
00102101 .............................................................. $39.99

FLOWER POWER FOR UKULELE
00696067 .............................................................. $12.99

WORSHIP SONGS FOR UKULELE
00702546 .............................................................. $12.99

FOLK POP SONGS FOR UKULELE
00703070 .............................................................. $14.99

IRISH SONGS FOR UKULELE
00103153 .............................................................. $15.99

THE DAILY UKULELE
The Daily Ukulele features ukulele arrangements with melody, lyrics and uke chord grids and are in ukele-friendly keys that are particularly suited for groups of one to one hundred to play and sing.
00240356 .............................................................. $34.99

UKULELE SING-ALONG SONGS
02501710 .............................................................. $10.99

3-CHORD SONGS FOR UKULELE
00701900 .............................................................. $12.99

FOLK SONGS FOR UKULELE
00696068 .............................................................. $12.99

HAWAIIAN SONGS FOR UKULELE
00396065 .............................................................. $9.99

UKULELE - PERSONALITY COLLECTIONS

ABBA GOLD – GREATEST HITS
14041092 .............................................................. $16.99

AC/DC
14037643 .............................................................. $12.99

THE VERY BEST OF ADELE
00703293 .............................................................. $14.99

THE BEACH BOYS
00709726 .............................................................. $14.99

THE BEATLES
00703085 .............................................................. $19.99

BEATLES HITS
00119275 .............................................................. $16.99

JUSTIN BIEBER
00116964 .............................................................. $14.99

BLACK SABBATH
14037748 .............................................................. $14.99

UKE CAN PLAY JIMMY BUFFETT
00701944 .............................................................. $16.99

COLBIE CAILLAT – STRUM & SING
02501731 .............................................................. $10.99

COLDPLAY
00704134 .............................................................. $16.99

JOHN DENVER
02501694 .............................................................. $10.99

NEIL DIAMOND
00701725 .............................................................. $12.99

BOB DYLAN
14037684 .............................................................. $14.99

JIMI HENDRIX – SMASH HITS
00702334 .............................................................. $12.99

ELTON JOHN
00702610 .............................................................. $12.99

UKE CAN PLAY LED ZEPPELIN
00103760 .............................................................. $17.99

JOHN MAYER
02501706 .............................................................. $10.99

BEST OF METALLICA
02502449 .............................................................. $16.99

INGRID MICHAELSON – STRUM & SING
02501741 .............................................................. $10.99

STEVE MILLER
00701843 .............................................................. $12.99

ELVIS PRESLEY
00701044 .............................................................. $14.99

JACK JOHNSON – STRUM & SING
02501702 .............................................................. $10.99

ROBERT JOHNSON
00703740 .............................................................. $17.99

UKE ‘AN PLAY RADIOHEAD
00322402 .............................................................. $16.99

UKE CAN PLAY THE ROLLING STONES
00701944 .............................................................. $19.99

JAKE SHIMABUKURO – PEACE LOVE UKULELE
00702516 .............................................................. $19.99

PAUL SIMON
14037719 .............................................................. $14.99

TAYLOR SWIFT
00702544 .............................................................. $16.99

TAYLOR SWIFT – RED
00115989 .............................................................. $16.99

HANK WILLIAMS
00704135 .............................................................. $12.99

NEIL YOUNG – GREATEST HITS
00704105 .............................................................. $12.99
UKULELE INSTRUCTION BOOKS

UKULELE 101
This book is an excellent introduction to the world of the ukulele. With the method presented here, you should gain a basic understanding of the instrument, and amaze & impress your friends and family with your new knowledge and playing abilities!

101 UKULELE TIPS
Ready to take your uke playing to the next level? Renowned fretted instrument performer and teacher Fred Sokolow presents valuable how-to insight from which ukulele players of all styles and levels can benefit.

FINGERSTYLE UKULELE
If you want to take your ukulele playing to the next level, you need to start using your fingers! The sample songs and patterns found in this book/CD pack will get you started both playing solos and accompaniment – fingerstyle.

HAL LEONARD BLUES UKULELE
Topics covered include: chord comping, boogie rhythms, pentatonic and blues scales, string bending, classic blues licks & riffs, double stops, intros & turnarounds, blues solos, fingerstyle blues, ukulele slide blues, and more!

UKULELE TUNES AND TECHNIQUES
This fascinating lesson contains a potpourri of strums, rolls, tripletts and syncopated picking patterns for the ukulele, including Hawaiian, blues and jazz instrumentals.

PLAY UKULELE TODAY!
Covers: songs, chords and melodies; picking, fingerpicking and strumming; playing tips and techniques; standard notation and tablature; and much more. Over 150 songs and examples! Have fun as you open the door to the fun world of ukulele!

SEVEN GREAT UKULELE LESSONS
This compilation takes a player from the easiest beginner's songs to more advanced blues, ragtime, pop standards and authentic Hawaiian music. Songs include: Home on the Range • Goin' Up the Country • Shady Grove • Avalon • That Hawaiian Melody • and more.

PLAY UKULELE TODAY!
Here is the ultimate teaching method designed to offer quality instruction, terrific songs, and on-screen ukulele notation. So viewers can play all of the musical examples. Simply follow along with the music on screen as you watch and listen to the teacher!

HAL LEONARD UKULELE METHOD
Acclaimed performer and uke master Lil' Rev teaches the basics of the ukulele and explains tuning, single-note melodies, chords and strumming, and gives practice tips. The on-screen musical examples will help you play the ukulele in no time!

LYLE'S STYLE
Lyle Ritz shares many of his playing techniques in this educational and entertaining 75 minute DVD. In the instructional portion Lyle plays through seven different arrangements drawn from his Ukulele Masters: Lyle Lite songbook.

UKULELE INSTRUCTION DVDS

WEB SITE FOR THE FULL ROSTER!
**BANJO INSTRUCTION BOOKS**

**BANJO AEROBICS**
Banjo Aerobics is for players of all levels – from beginner to advanced – who will benefit from the lessons provided. The accompanying CD features demo tracks for all the examples in the book to reinforce how the banjo should sound.

![Banjo Aerobics Cover](image1)

BEYOND BLUEGRASS BANJO
Play and improvise with more expression and freedom in bluegrass and related styles. These ideas, exercises and etudes will help you expand your palette of improvisational ideas on the banjo. The CD features demo and play-along tracks performed by an all-star bluegrass band!

![Beyond Bluegrass Banjo Cover](image2)

**PLAY BANJO TODAY! BEGINNER’S PACK**
Learn at your own pace and open the door to the world of banjo music with this beginner's book/CD/DVD instruction pack! Play Today! is the ULTIMATE self-teaching method, designed to offer quality instruction and terrific songs.

![Play Banjo Today! Cover](image3)

**ASAP FIDDLE TUNES MADE EASY FOR BLUEGRASS BANJO**
This book/CD pack provides beginning and intermediate banjo players with two versions of 18 of the most popular fiddle tunes heard at bluegrass jam sessions.

![Asap Fiddle Tunes Made Easy Cover](image4)

**BANJO INSTRUCTION DVDS**

**MAKE UP YOUR OWN BANJO SOLOS**
Pete Wernick teaches how to get the most credible bluegrass banjo sound, from the simplest “placeholder” vamps to solos combining melody notes and licks with full rolls.

![Make Up Your Own Banjo Solos Cover](image5)

**SOUTHERN BANJO STYLES**
Soon in the Morning, Babe • Roustabout • Jim Crack Corn • Battle in the Horseshoe • Darling Cors • Devil’s Dream • Little Birdie • Around the World • and Whoopee! Cattle.

![Southern Banjo Styles Cover](image6)

**THE COMPLETE 5-STRING BANJO PLAYER**
This program sets the standard for DVD bluegrass banjo instruction. Tony Trischka covers everything from holding the banjo correctly to melodic banjo style and the standard bluegrass repertoire. This definitive guide to learning authentic bluegrass banjo technique includes music examples, techniques, and songs.

![The Complete 5-String Banjo Player Cover](image7)

**GREAT BANJO LESSONS**
This compilation features instruction by some of Home-spun’s most celebrated banjo pickers. The lesson segments progress from very basic to advanced, and will give players a full range of bluegrass banjo techniques.

![Great Banjo Lessons Cover](image8)

**BÉLA FLECK TEACHES BANJO PICKING STYLES**
Bela Fleck covers bluegrass, harmonics, blues improvisations, Celtic sounds and lots more in fascinating arrangements of Texas Bar-B-Que • Natural Bridge Suite • Brilliance • John Henry • The Wind That Shakes The Barley.

![Bela Fleck Teaches Banjo Picking Styles Cover](image9)

**BEGINNING BLUEGRASS BANJO**
Pete (Dr. Banjo) Wernick will have you picking right from the opening minutes of this DVD. By the time you finish, you’ll be accompanying songs, playing solos, and will have learned basic chords, slides, hammer-ons and pull-offs, and lots more.

![Beginning Bluegrass Banjo Cover](image10)
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**Book/CD Pack**

00115734 $19.99

00701873 $19.95

00064182 $29.95

00701873 $19.95

00001459 $19.99

00649610 $19.99

14015486 $16.95

14007409 $16.95

14007409 $16.95

---

**Book/CD + DVD**

000642119 $49.95

14007409 $29.95

00642010 $19.95

14007409 $29.95

00641606 $29.95

00641814 $29.95

---

**Book/CD Pack**

00649610 $29.95

00064182 $29.95

00641606 $29.95

00649610 $29.95

---

**Book/CD Pack + DVD**

00649610 $34.99

---

**Book/CD Pack**

00064182 $19.99

00701873 $19.95

00001459 $19.99

---

**ASAP FIDDLE TUNES MADE EASY FOR BLUEGRASS BANJO**

This book/CD pack provides beginning and intermediate banjo players with two versions of 18 of the most popular fiddle tunes heard at bluegrass jam sessions.

---

**THE COMPLETE 5-STRING BANJO PLAYER**

This basic manual for banjo players includes melody line, lyrics and banjo accompaniment and solos notated in standard form and tablature. Chapters cover material such as: a basic strum, the fifth string, hammering on, pulling off, double thumbing, and much more.

---

**BANJO INSTRUCTION DVDS**

**MAKE UP YOUR OWN BANJO SOLOS**
Pete Wernick teaches how to get the most credible bluegrass banjo sound, from the simplest “placeholder” vamps to solos combining melody notes and licks with full rolls.

---

**SOUTHERN BANJO STYLES**
Soon in the Morning, Babe • Roustabout • Jim Crack Corn • Battle in the Horseshoe • Darling Cors • Devil’s Dream • Little Birdie • Around the World • and Whoopee! Cattle.

---

**GREAT BANJO LESSONS**
This compilation features instruction by some of Home-spun’s most celebrated banjo pickers. The lesson segments progress from very basic to advanced, and will give players a full range of bluegrass banjo techniques.

---

**BÉLA FLECK TEACHES BANJO PICKING STYLES**
Bela Fleck covers bluegrass, harmonics, blues improvisations, Celtic sounds and lots more in fascinating arrangements of Texas Bar-B-Que • Natural Bridge Suite • Brilliance • John Henry • The Wind That Shakes The Barley.

---

**BEGINNING BLUEGRASS BANJO**
Pete (Dr. Banjo) Wernick will have you picking right from the opening minutes of this DVD. By the time you finish, you’ll be accompanying songs, playing solos, and will have learned basic chords, slides, hammer-ons and pull-offs, and lots more.

---
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**Check our site for the full roster!**
PLA\textsc{Y} MANDOLIN TODAY! \textsc{B}EGINNER’S PACK

Learns at your own pace and open the door to the world of mandolin music with this beginner’s book/CD/DVD instruction pack! Play Today! is the ULT\textsc{i}M\textsc{E}ATE self-\textsc{t}eaching method, designed to offer quality instruction and terrific songs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>00701874 Book/CD + DVD</th>
<th>$19.95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00695357 Book/CD Pack</td>
<td>$12.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FRETBOARD ROADMAPS – MANDOLIN

A unique book/CD pack for all mandolin players! The CD includes 46 demonstration tracks for the exercises that will teach players to play all over the fretboard, in any key: increase their chord, scale and lick vocabulary; play chord-based licks, moveable major and blue scales, first-position major scales and double stops; and more!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>00449609 Book Pack</th>
<th>$19.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00695102 Book/CD Pack</td>
<td>$15.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HAL LEONARD MANDOLIN METHOD – SECOND EDITION

Noted mandolinist and teacher Rich Del Grosso has authored this excellent mandolin method that features great playable tunes in several styles (bluegrass, country, folk, blues) in standard music notation and tablature. The audio features play-along duets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>00699913 Book/2-CD Pack</th>
<th>$24.99</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>00701660 Book/MP3 CD</td>
<td>$24.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE ULTIMATE MANDOLIN SONGBOOK

The Ultimate Mandolin Songbook contains multiple versions varying in difficulty of 26 of the most popular songs from bluegrass, jazz, ragtime, rock, pop, gospel, swing and other genres, in both standard notation and mandolin tab.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE MANDOLIN PICKER’S GUIDE TO BLUEGRASS IMPROVISATION

How to use: Monroe Style, Cross chords and Keys, The blues sound, Melody oriented improvisation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$24</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ALL ABOUT RHYTHM AND LEAD MANDOLIN!

A modern-day mandolin master takes a learning player through a variety of tunes, keys and styles, from classic bluegrass to contemporary originals. Includes plenty of advice, exercises, warm-ups and other vital information about lead solos and improvising.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

THE MANDOLIN OF BILL MONROE

The legendary “Father of Bluegrass” plays 25+ tunes from his repertoire, demonstrating the amazing technique that’s made him world-famous. A must for his fans and all mandolinists.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

PLAY MANDOLIN TODAY! DVD

Learn songs, chords, melodies and all the basics – including alternate picking and strumming – all at your own pace, and open the door to the wonderful world of mandolin music! In standard notation and tablature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BASIC TECHNIQUES OF CLASSICAL MANDOLIN

Pick speed and accuracy, vibrato, tremolo, arpeggios, left hand fingering, harmonics and innumerable other techniques will bring new power and gorgeous repertoire to all players of the instrument.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

GREAT MANDOLIN LESSONS

Each segment, taught by a master of the instrument, has been chosen to give learning players new techniques, tunes and musical insights. The styles taught include bluegrass, old-time, Celtic, blues and contemporary.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

BLUEGRASS MANDOLIN

Sam Bush details the dominant mandolin styles from Bill Monroe to Newgrass! He demonstrates powerful techniques while teaching ten classic tunes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$95</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

WWW.MUSICDISPATCH.COM CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
FIDDLE, DULCIMER, PEDAL STEEL & MORE!

HAL LEONARD OUD METHOD
The book covers: types of ouds; tuning the oud, playing position, how to string the oud, music notation, scales, chords, arpeggios, tremolo technique, studies and exercises, songs and rhythms from Armenia and the Middle East, and a CD with 25 tracks for demo and play along.

00695836 Book/CD Pack $12.99

HAL LEONARD DULCIMER METHOD
This comprehensive and easy-to-use guide includes many techniques, tips, and fun songs to learn and play. The accompanying CD contains 54 tracks of traditional songs for demonstration and play along.

00697230 Book/CD Pack $16.99

LEARNING MOUNTAIN DULCIMER
Even a novice can make lovely sounds and play simple tunes almost immediately! Dulcimer virtuoso David Schnauber includes scales, fingerings and strumming techniques for some of country music's all-time favorite songs.

00641894 DVD $29.95

ROCK HARMONICA
This DVD teaches beginners how to play harmonica from the ground up, and more experienced players to rise to the next level with lessons on playing in different positions. The first half includes instruction on notes, scales, tongue blocking, vibrato, trills and more.

02501475 DVD $16.99

PEDAL STEEL GUITAR
This manual includes easy-to-follow tablature, diagrams and pictures along with step-by-step instructions on setup, accessories, and other necessities. You'll learn all the parts of the pedal steel guitar, chords and scales, and great songs and licks that you can play while learning.

00695857 Book/CD Pack $10.99

PROFESSOR LOUIE'S ROCK & BLUES ACCORDION
Keyboardist and producer Aaron “Professor Louie” Hurwitz provides all the essential right-hand techniques such as rolls, rhythm playing, cross-picking, tone control and damping, as well as bar technique, chord building, hammer-ons and pull-offs, minor keys and more.

00642007 DVD $29.95

LEARNING BLUEGRASS DOBRO
Cindy Cashdollar, one of today's top players, covers essential right-hand techniques such as rolls, rhythm playing, cross-picking, tone control and damping; as well as bar technique, chord building, hammer-ons and pull-offs, minor keys and more.

00641663 DVD $29.95

THE HAL LEONARD COMPLETE HARMONICA METHOD
This method book/CD pack specific to the diatonic harmonica covers all six positions! It contains more than 20 songs and musical examples that take beginners from the basics on through to the most advanced techniques available for the contemporary harmonica player.

00311416 Book/CD Pack $9.99

LEARN TO PLAY PEDAL STEEL GUITAR
Nashville session player Bruce Bouton teaches proper use of the bar, foot pedals, knee levers and volume pedals, plus right-hand picking techniques and the scales, chords and harmony lines that give the instrument its distinctive sound.

00641743 DVD $29.95

HURWITZ SERIES -雲AL LEONARD SITAR METHOD
Lessons include: choosing an instrument, tuning; postures; right- and left-hand technique; Indian notation; raga forms; melodic patterns; bending strings; hammer-ons, pull-offs, and slides; changing strings; recommended listening; and much more!

00696613 Book/CD Pack $14.99

LEARNING BLUEGRASS GUITAR
Cindy Cashdollar, one of today's top players, covers essential right-hand techniques such as rolls, rhythm playing, cross-picking, tone control and damping; as well as bar technique, chord building, hammer-ons and pull-offs, minor keys and more.

00641663 DVD $29.95

www.musicdispatch.com CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-637-2852
CHECK OUT
www.musicdispatch.com
for our full catalog of
great titles!

ORDER TODAY!
WWW.MUSICDISPATCH.COM
1-800-637-2852

ORDER TODAY BY PHONE:
Mon.-Fri. 9am-9pm • Sat. & Sun. 9am-5pm CST
Prices, contents, and availability subject to change without notice.
Standard shipping & handling charges apply

GET FREE HOLIDAY SHIPPING
ON ORDERS OF $25 OR MORE! Use Ad Code GTM13
(US ONLY)
Offer expires 1/30/2014

We accept these major credit cards for your ordering convenience.

AMT. ORDERED........................ADD
$0.00-$25.99...............................$5.45
$26.00-$40.99............................$6.45
$41.00-$74.99............................$7.45
$75.00+.................................$9.45

NO MIN ORDER REQUIRING COD PAYMENT!